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Baseball team evens record with win, see p. 9
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Demjanjuk sentenced to death
JERUSALEM (AP) — A
judge sentenced John Demjanjuk on Monday to die for Nazi
war crimes and said the retired
Ohio autoworker personally
killed tens of thousands of people as the sadistic death camp
guard "Ivan the Terrible."
Hundreds of spectators jumped to their feet and applauded.
Some shouted "Bravo!" and
others "Death! Death!" Survivors of the Holocaust, in which 6
million Jews were killed, cried
and embraced each other.
Judge Zvi Tal said Demjanjuk's crimes at the Treblinka
death camp in Nazi-occupied
Poland could "never be forgiven
by the hearts of men or be

obliterated from memory... The
blood of the victims still cries
out to us."
"Ivan the Terrible" operated
the gas chambers at Treblinka,
where 850,000 Jews were killed
in 1942-43. Demjanjuk was conicted last week.
The judge, who was bom in
Poland and lost his parents in
the Holocaust, said Demjanjuk
"served as an arch-henchman
who with his own hands killed
tens of thousands of human beings. He humiliated and degraded his victims.''
Minutes before the sentence
was read, Demjanjuk shouted in
Hebrew: "I'm an innocent
man!"

Pole planting
wins approval
by Ron Fritz
news editor

Having logged more miles
than a University tour guide, the
Peace Pole may soon be ending
its travels.
The Image Committee unanimously recommended Monday
that the Peace Pole be accepted
by the University and an appropriate place expeditiousiy
located for its placement"
In addition, the committee
also suggested the University
look toward the establishment of
an "Emblem Park," a place
where gifts such as the Peace
Pole could be permanently
placed, according to Michael
Marsden, chair of the Image
Committee.
University President Paul
Olscamp said he had no problems with the committee's recommendation to accept the
Peace Pole. He also said tie was
Eleased with idea for an "EmlemPark."
"It strikes me as a fine idea,"
Olscamp said. "As I understand
it, we now have to look for a spot
for it (the pole)."
Marsden said he hopes a suitable location for the pole can be
found in the near future.
"For the sake of the students,
I hope a reasonable solution to
its placement will be satisfied
before the end of the school
year," said Marsden, also the

associate dean for the College of
Arts and Sciences.
The recommendation also
received the formal approval of
Dwight Burlingame, vice president of University Relations.
Burlingame said he will attempt
to find a location for the sevenfoot pole, with the words "May
Peace Prevail on Earth" printed in four languages on its sides.
"We're now going to have to
figure out where to place it and
we'll try to accomplish that in
short order," he said.
Burlingame said he will be
consulting a number of people,
including Olscamp and Roland
Engler, University architect,
when looking for a location to
plant the pole.
Diane Docis, a member of the
Peace Coalition, said she hopes
this will bring the process of getting the pole planted to a "successful conclusion."
"I'm very excited with the
support we received from the
committee," said Docis, a graduate student in political science.
"It is very encouraging."
Docis said the Peace Coalition
would like to dedicate the Peace
Pole to the University next
week, which is "Unifying Ohio
for Peace Week."
Although it was originally going to be placed next to Prout
Chapel, one member of the
Image Committee said there
O See Peace Pole, page 3.

'Proper channels'
defined for groups
After being toted on shoulders and dragged through the University's red tape, the Peace Pole may save other groupe the
same haatie when donating similar gifts.
The University's Image Committee, hoping to avoid future
confusion similar to that caused by the Peace Pole, created a
pottey Monday for accepting gifts with a potential archiieeteral impact to the campus.
Mkbael Marsden, chair of the Image Committee, said any
gifts that would permanently alter the appearance of the camawffl be referred to the vice president of University reBs, currently Dwight Burlingame.
Marsden said the vice president would make an initial
judgement and if the gift is accceptahle but would potentially
change the appearance of the campus, it would men be refute the miag*C<nuinttoe.D ^ Jmt^ 0mmmttt p^j.

D The Graduate Student Senate has Its
officers for next year, see story page
three.
D The Wood County Republican Convention was held at Bowling Green High
School Saturday, see story page four.
Q Bowling Green's baseball team
Monday crushed Defiance College 16-5,
tee story page nine.
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Cleveland grieves for 'Ivan'
CLEVELAND (AP) — The death sentence
ordered Monday for retired autoworker John
Demjanjuk added to the grief of the local Ukrainian community, which has fought, prayed
and raised money for the man convicted of being brutal Nazi death camp guard "Ivan the
Terrible."
"It's a travesty of justice... ," said the Rev.
John Bruchok of St. Mary's Ukrainian Orthodox
Church in Lorain. Bruchok met Demjanjuk and
his family when the Demjanjuks requested a
priest shortly before Demjanjuk was sent to Israel to stand trial.
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"I saw his face. I saw the face of a gentle man
who was scared," Bruchok said. "An innocent
man is being executed. I believe this with all my
heart. It is very unfortunate."
The Rev. John Nakonachny, a priest at St.
Vladimir's Ukrainian Orthodox Church in
Parma, the Demjanjuk's family parish, said he
could not comment on the sentencing other than
to say, "It has been the unanimous opinion of
this parish that Demjanjuk is innocent. That
has been the opinion since the beginning."
See Trial, page 6.
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Delinquent driver
Adrian Pasquale (right) loses hold of the Sigma Chi cart while Bill Mosier pilots the runaway vehicle in the Beta 500 on Saturday afternoon.
The Beta 500. sponsored by the Beta Theta Pi fraternity to raise money
for the Wood County Senior Citizen's Center, is the largest greek event

on campus each year and included 13 sororities and 17 fraternities.
The Kappa Sigma team won the fraternity division and the Delta Zeta
team took the sorority title in the event which grossed $3,500.

Noise bothers test takers
by Barb Weadock
staff reporter

by Roa Fritz
n«wi«dkgt

Tuesday

Demjanjuk, 68, was in a
wheelchair because of back
problems. He is a Ukrainian
Orthodox Christian and crossed
himself repeatedly and
muttered, apparently in prayer.
The 14-month trial in a converted movie theater was only the
second in Israel of someone
charged with Nazi crimes. More
than 250,000 people attended,
and sessions were broadcast live
on radio and television.
Adolf Eichmann, who directed
Adolf Hitler's program for exterminating Jews, was tried in
Israel and hanged in 1962. He is
the only person to have been
executed in Israel since it became a nation in 1948.
D See Demjanjuk, page 4.

Overcrowding due to a writers
workshop and cheering by Beta
500 spectators led to an uncomfortable setting for some
students taking the English proficiency exam Saturday.
A young writers workshop, attended by 600 people, occupied
some of the rooms usually set
aside for the proficiency. The
group was given preference because it signed up for the rooms
first, according to Doris Rahe,
coordinator of space assignments.
Kathy Hart, director of general studies writing, said some

students had to take the test in
cafeterias because of the lack of
space. Hart said the cafeterias
were ideal because of the table
and chair arrangements.
However, one student said she
did not appreciate taking the
test in a cafeteria.
Judy Stammen, freshman elementary education major, took
her proficiency at the Galley in
Harshman Quadrangle.
"I really didn't like the lighting," she said. "It was pretty
dark."
Stammen said she realized the
English department had to put
students somewhere and did
everything they could. She said
the department should make the
test easier on students because

it is so stressful.
Noise from the Beta 500 also
I a problem for the English
at. The department
.jfered students taking the test
In Eppler North an alternative
location when they came back
from lunch.
"We really wish the Beta
wouldn't be scheduled the same
day," Hart said. "As long as the
Beta is the same day, noise will
be a problem."
Angie Dieringer, freshman
sports management major, took
her proficiency in Eppler North.
"It (Bete 500) was right outside the window," she said. "It
was hard to keep your train of
thought."
She said it would, not have

been a big deal if people were
not placed in Eppler North.
Freshman nursing major
Claudia Grimm heard the Bete
500 festivities from her testing
room in the Education Building.
"The noise that I heard was
not that loud, but it affected my
performance," she said. When
she recopied her examination in
the bluebook, she said she would
catch herself putting down
words of songs played at Bete
rather than her essay.
Wayne Colvin, director of
Greek Life, said the Bete has
been scheduled for the weekend
prior to the last week of classes
tor at least 12 years.
See Noise, page 6.

News in Brief
Media effect on campaign
to be topic of discussion

correspondent.
Diane Larson of WTVG Channel 13 in Toledo will
be the mediator.
The discussion begins at 8 p.m. and is sponsored
The media's influential role on Campaign '88 will by Pi Sigma Alpha, the political science honorary.
be the topic of a panel discussion tonight in the It is co-sponsored by more than 30 organizations,
businesses and individuals.
Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
The panel will have three speakers: Dale Van
Atte, a syndicated columnist with Jack Anderson
and Pulitzer Prize nominee for uncovering the
Iran-Contra Affair; Kathryn Bushkin, former
press secretary to Gary Hart and current director
of editorial administration for U.S. News and BRIGANTINE, N.J. (AP) — A marine environWorld Reports; and Ike Pappas, former CBS News mentalist wants people who find postcards from a

Environmentalist seeks fine
for balloon launchers

national balloon launch Monday to turn them in for
a littering summons instead of mailing them back
to the educational group sponsoring the event.
More than 1.000 schools across the country participated in the fourth annual national balloon
launch and student weather experiment sponsored
by the Triangle Coalition for Science and Technology Education, said coalition director John M.
Fowler.
About 25 schools that originally signed up for the
launch, however, canceled under pressure from
environmentalists who say the latex balloons fall
into the ocean and fatally choke marine mammals
that swallow them.
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Plant Peace Pole
Please plant the Peace Pole pronto.
Now say that sentence five times fast.
Confusing?
Not as confusing as the Peace Coalition's search
for the "proper channels" in which to donate the
Peace Pole to the University.
However, the search has ended.
The Image Committee Monday recommended
the Peace Pole be accepted by the University and
an "appropriate place expeditiously located for its
placement."
We commend the Image Committee for its swift
and intelligent response to the donation of the
Peace Pole. While other University administrators
handed off the ball, the Image Committee kept it
and scored — by simply making a decision.
The committee, an advisory body to the vice
president of University relations, also established a
policy for the acceptance of gifts that would have
an architectural impact on campus. Basically, if
the donation could potentially alter the appearance
of the campus, it will be referred to the Image
Committee, after a review by the vice president of
University relations.
In addition, the committee said the University
should look toward the establishment of an "Emblem Park," a place where gifts such as the Peace
Pole can permanently be located.
Until the park is established, the University
should proudly display its Peace Pole—pronto.
The University should heed the actions of the
Image Committee and attempt to plant the Peace
Pole next week —' 'Unifying Ohio for Peace Week.''
It may unify the whole University.

Gifts cause a tying problem
mains is a tell-tale outline of
where the sauce was. I can get
the same results by letting my
wife's cats have a go at it.
By Mike
Royko

-VI
Like many men, I can't count
the number of neckties I've
received as Christinas or birthday gifts over the years.
And each time I opened the
familiar box and admired the
stripes or dots, I did so with a
touch of sadness.
It's not that I didn't appreciate
the ties. It's just that I knew
each tie would have a short life.
One wearing-maybe two or
three at the most-and it retires
to a rack in the back of the closet
where I have hundreds of fatally
wounded ties.
My problem with ties is threefold. First, I like Italian food.
Second, I'm a sloucher. Third,
I'm a dripper. This means that
tust about every time I eat in an
talian restaurant, I ruin a tie.
Don't tell me I can send them
to the cleaners. Sure, they remove the sauce, but what re-

And don' t tell me not to slouch,
to sit up straight and lean over
the plate as I spool the spaghetti
and pop it into my mouth. A
sloucher must slouch. He can't
help himself. It is a law of
nature.
Nor do I want to be advised to
hang a napkin from my collar.
When I was just a tiny kid, my
Aunt Stella sat me atop the bar
and said, "Look at the guys in
this neighborhood. When they
eat, where do they put the napkins?"
In their collars.
"That's right," she said. "But
when you go to the movies and
see Fred Astaire or Cary Grant,
do you see any napkins hanging
out of their collars?"
No, I told her.
"OK, you want to be like Fred
Astaire and Cary Grant and get
ahead in the world, or 1you want
to be like these yahoos? '
It was the only formal etiquette instruction I ever
received, and it stuck with me.
Even when I've dined with Chicago politicians who tie large
towels around their necks, I've
taken the dapper approach.
But it's been costly. Sometimes, I sort through all my

stained ties, some of which go
back 30 years, and admire their
designer labels. I have several
from Polly Esther.
By studying my tie stains, I
can trace my dining habits and
the evolution of Chicago-Italian
cuisine from the days when all
you got was plain tomato or
meat sauce, on through the carbonara craze, and to the pesto
and primavera frenzy. One
early Fat Max has an entire
meatball stuck to it. Some day, I
might donate my entire tie collection to a university's school of
restaurant management.
Many others share my problem with ties. I know this because when I mentioned it
several years ago, I was flooded
with calls and letters of sympathy and advice. Some shared
dabbing secrets. One man
wrote, "Marry an Italian
woman so you can eat at home
bare-chested like I do." And an
enterprising young businessman
sent me his creation — plastic
ties. I tried wearing a red model,
but the head waiter said, 'You
got a nose bleed?' and gave me
table near the basement door.
For those who share the the
problem, I have exciting news.
Thanks to the wonders of
science, tie stains may soon be a
problem of the past.
The people who make Teflon

are constantly searching for
ways to use their non-sticking
product. And they say that they
will soon be coming out with Teflon in a spray can, so we can
spray it on our ties. And then we
can merrily drip all the pasta
sauce on a tie that we wish, and
it won't stick.
When this happens, I will put
riy-can Teflon on my list of
inventions that have been of
the greatest benefit to mankind.
It will rank third or fourth, behind the snow blower, the TV
remote control, the automatic
ice-cube maker, and the cutproof golf ball.
With the Teflon spray, a man
won't have to own more than two
or three ties, unless he's a real
dandy, and they'll last for years.
And it will add a new element of
fun to a dinner. Imagine how
stunned your friends will be
when you drop an entire slab of
pizza or lasagna on you tie, and
wipe it clean with the tablecloth.
They'll all exclaim, "Isn't it
amazing?"
I have one concern, though. If
everything slides off the tie, it
has no place to go but on my lap.
And nobody buys me pants tor
Christmas.
Royko is a columnist for the
Chicago Tribune.

Letters
Address issues of
other CISG platforms
The results are in — Tim
Peterson is the new Undergraduate Student Government president. And in light of this year's
campaign, I have a few things to
say: first of all, I worked on the
campaign of Craig Taliaferro
and Jen Fitzgibbons. I did so
because I BELIEVED in their
platform. I believed, (and still
do) that it was the best, regardless of the recent news of Craig's
past — that, and my feelings
about it are not what I desire to
take issue with. What is the issue-is it Peterson's platform?
I devoted the time I did to
Craig and Jeff's campaign because there is a definite need for
change on this campus and a vital initiator and facilitator of
this change is USG. Craig and
Jeff realized this. (I believe that
the editorial endorsing their
ticket in the April 13, BG News
sums it up very well). The insCition for me to get involved in
campaign was prompted by
an extremely viable and relevant platform.
Addressing such issues as
child care, date rape, national
issues forums, the coalition of
student organizations and stu-

dents with USG and even office
hours in the Union — are issues
that would have united and affected thequality of life on this
campus. What upsets me is that
I do not believe that under
Peterson's administration, such
issues will be adequately addressed.
Of course, the lack of teacher
evaluations is a problem. And
I'm certain that if Peterson
were to bring up the reality of
date rape with the same enthusiasm that he has the teacher
evaluation, it would be a campus
concern as well. I think that
people tend to believe that only
the "left wing" of campus or
Women for women are concerned with such issues as date
rape. Based on my conversations with many men and
women here are BGSU, I do not
believe that this is true.
On Tuesday, April 12 at the
"Meet the candidates forum," I
asked Peterson what his administration intends to do about the
Broblem of sexism on campus.
ie responded with a lengthy answer, yet he addressed sexual
imposition and alcohol abuse instead of sexism. The initial
question was stated plainly,
therefore I can only conclude
that Peterson is completely detached from the campus com-

munity which he purports to
represent. If Peterson doesn't
know what sexism is, I wonder
whether he knows what racism
and cultural awareness are?
Does he fully understand the
impact of foreign policy
(divestment) on students in his
constituency?
I believe very strongly in the
platform I supported. This is
evident by the fact that I devoted a considerable amount of
time to it. I ask that Peterson
and his administration take a
very close look at both opposing
platforms, and at the very least,
give the issues serious consideration. Being that Taliaferro and
Fitzgibbons received some 600
votes, ALL likely cast on Wednesday, and given the fact that
both opposing platforms
together received 50 percent of
the total votes cast, it is Peterson's responsibility to those students to address those platforms' issues.
PamBoehm
OCMB0460

Attack on Peace Pole
childish, offensive
The April IS issue of Friday
Magazine reached new depths of
stupidity and ignorance. Christopher J. Dawson's self-satisfied
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babbling is always annoying, his
column boring and smug, but his
puerile and mean-spirited attack on the Peace Pole and political awareness in general was
Iust offensive. His blinkered atitude reflects the general one of
reactionary paranoia on this
campus, which never fails to
dismay and amaze me.
The message on the Peace
Pole is clear and universal.
Whether you strive for peace
through capitalism or socialism,
nuclear disarmament or S.D.I.,
sending troops into Honduras or
out of Afghanistan, the message
"May peace prevail on earth" is
the key: a sentiment beyond
politics, and beyond valid criticism. Not, I concede, beyond satire, but Dawson't attempt at
analysis was merely embarrassing.
In contrast to Dawson's conspiracy-theory ranting, Greg
Connel's article about AIDS on
campus was thoughtful and informative. Why, then, was it illustrated with a graphic which
negated Connel's point? The
(very admirable) point was to
warn students of the dangers of
casual unprotected sex, whether
heterosexual or homosexual.
However, the accompanying
stick-figure of two gay couples
completely undercut this. The
implication of the drawing is to
Cpoint gays and lesbians as
victims but, more Insidiously, the culprits.
First of all, the artist is plainly
wrong: exactly how do lesbians
risk picking up the AIDS virus?
By telepathy, apparently. The
use of this graphic in this context just goes to show the pervasiveness of the belief that AIDS
is some sort of moral affliction
or retribution, which affects
gays just because they are gay,
regardless of the individual's
sexual behavior. It is unprotected, promiscuous sex which
spreads the virus — and the
virus has no sexual preference.
Andrew Humphrey
428 S. Main St. #3
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Jazz degree must be
approved by Regents
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Mr. Jared 0.
Wadley of theAfewsfor his excellent article on April 13, 1988,
concerning the Bachelor of Music in Jazz Studies. I must point
out, however, that the degree
program must be reviewed and
either approved or rejected by
the Ohio Board of Regents before its final status is determined. If the degree program is
approved by the Board of Regents, it will then become an
official degree program of the
College of Musical Arts.
Jeffrey O.Halsey
Director of Jazz Studies
College of Musical Arts

Anti-divestment vote
shows BGSCl racism
I read, with dismay, the account of the Undergraduate Student Government election regarding divestment. It is quite
disheartening to find out that so
many students at this university
are insensitive to the needs and
desires of people of color in the
world.
It is even more disheartening
to note that the USG officers are
willing- nay, eager-to use the
results that are clearly in violation of their own constitution to
determine their official position
on the matter. And, to read that
Ashel Bryan, president of the
BGSU Foundation, "would argue for honoring that student
vote" was the lowest blow of all.
I would hope that our president, Paul Olscamp, in an effort
to brine some sanity to this issue, will argue against Bryan at
the May Foundation meeting.
Other university foundations,
including the University of
Toledo, recognize the true immorality of continuing to support companies doing business
with the racist regime in South
Africa. The University of Toledo

nearly completely divested from
interests in South Africa and has
set a date for fully pulling out all
their investments.
If the students and administration at BGSU care so little
about the concerns of blacks on
campus and take such a racist
stand regarding divestment, it is
time to begin wondering why we
stay here. The affirmative action policy statement of the BG
News states "We will not accept
advertising that is deemed discriminatory, degrading, or insulting on the basis of race, sex,
or national origin." Perhaps
they should also apply this policy to the news they print. Because that is exactly what the
statements by Jim Perry and
Ashel Bryan are to the blacks
and many other persons on this
campus — discriminatory, degrading, and insulting.
Cliff Brooks
EDO, and Co-chairman of
People for Racial Justice

ROTC cadets desire
peace in our world
To Diane Docis: (regarding
your column printed In the April
20 issue of the BG News)
In your plea for the Peace
Pole planting, you made a point
of mentioning that ROTC cadets
joined in the signing of your petition to Dr. Paul Olscamp. It is
my sincere hope that the cadets'
participation did not come as a
surprise to you. If you had assumed that ROTC cadets, or any
members of the United States
Military would desire anything
but peace, you were mistaken.
As future military officers,
ROTC cadets will pledge to defend our United States with their
lives in time of need. I am certain that any sane member of
this group would desire that
such a need to fulfill this pledge,
does not develop. It is a desire
for peace-not war-that motivates the men and women of our
Armed Forces, and the ROTC,
to make this pledge.
Steven Cullen, ROTC

by Berfce Breathed
UU-UOSt
mem
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Tancre elected GSS president Mali bus
services
Six finalists still in competition dropped

by Laura Hardy
staff reporter
Teresa Tancre will succeed
Larry Jones as president of the
Graduate Student Senate for the
1988-89 school year.
Tancre, who served as GSS
secretary during the 1987-88
school year, ran unopposed and
was elected unanimously in a
vote held at the final GSS meeting of the year Friday.
She said her main objective as
president will be to promote
graduate student involvement
within the senate and the graduate college. More specifically,
Tancre cited four goals she
would like to achieve during her
year in office.
These goals include creating a
position on the GSS Executive
Committee for a minority coordinator, revising the graduate
student housing survey, reinstating the GSS newsletter and
electing a person to assist the
presidents of both the Undergraduate Student Government
and GSS.
At the meeting, nominations
from the floor were taken for the
remaining positions on the Executive Committee. Erik
Strunk, graduate assistant in political science, was named vicepresident; Kathy Bower, graduate student in biological sciences/public administration, was
chosen secretary.
Kilong Ung from the depart-

for Shanklin Awards this week
by Laura Hardy
staff reporter
Jonei

Tancre

Excellence in graduate student research at
the University will be recognized this week during the presentation of the Charles E. Shanklin
Awards.
The Shanklin Awards will be held Thursday
at 7:30 p.m. in the Assembly Room of McFall
Center. All graduate students, faculty members
and other interested individuals are invited to
attend.
The awards, which were established by the
Graduate Student Senate, honor and encourage
outstanding contributions in the field of original
research by University graduate students, according to Ray Chandler, chairman of the GSS
Honors and Awards Committee.
Chandler said GSS received 21 entries for the
competition, adding that this response was
similar to that of previous years.
"Response to the competition has been good
in all years," Chandler said.
Of the 21 applicants, six were chosen as finalists by a panel of nine judges during a preliminary competition where papers submitted by
the contestants were evaluated based on demonstrated comprehension of their topic,
thoroughness of research, content and originality, and uniqueness.
The final competition will be held Thursday
evening when the six finalists will give an oral
presentation of their research before the panel.

ment of mathematics and statistics was named treasurer. Kris
Bjerke, graduate assistant in
the College of Musical Arts, was
named chair of programming.
All have had one year of experience in GSS.
After the elections, Jones took
the opportunity to offer some
advice for the incoming officers.
He suggested that the new executive committee members devise two or three feasible
projects for GSS at the beginning of the school year and follow them through.
"You need to realize that you
are only here for a year," he
said, referring to the duration of
the administrative positions.
"You cannot please everybody.
Just do the best you can."
Commenting on his past year
in office, Jones said, "I have
thoroughly enjoyed being GSS
president and working with the
administration. I am very
Cised at the way the Senate
gone about its business this
year."

Peace Pole

Image Committee

D Continued from page 1.
was some question as to placing it there.

D Continued from page 1.

"Some felt they did not want it near Prout Chapel because it is
more than religious," said James Bissland, interim director of the
School of Mass Communication. "The principle concerns are to keep
it from getting vandalized and its placement."
Deb Weidwald, the member of the Peace Coalition who first tried
to donate the pole in December, said she now hopes the pole can be
planted before students leave for the summer.
"I really hope that any decision will be made before students
leave," she said. "It is important for students to be involved."

"I've been at the University
for more than 20 years and cannot think of a similar incident
with gift of this type being
offered," Marsden said. "It is a
{irecedent. Nobody knew what to
allow.
"I hope this policy helps clarify things," he said. "It should
be relatively easy in the future

Juniors, Seniors & Grads...

GIVE YOURSELF
SOME CREDIT!
APPLY NOW FOR YOUR VERY OWN...

• Bring a photocopy of
your School I.D.
• No cosigner required
APPLY NOW ON CAMPUS!
Date: April 26-29
Time: 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
Place: Student Union Oval
Free Dictionaries
and Watches given away
• CHoorp. Mt

CITIBAMO

Cm** <SOuf (MM) N A UMW FOIC

Criteria for the presentations will include clarity, a demonstration of similar qualities found
in the written paper, professionalism and an
ability to adhere to a 15-minute time limit.
Judges for the Shanklin Awards include six
members of the faculty and three graduate students. Those chosen from the faculty were Bonnie Chambers, assistant professor in the department of Education/Curriculum and Instruction; Benjamin Muego of the political
science department, Michael Bradie, professor
of philosophy; Boleslav Povsic, professor in the
department of romance languages; Laura Leventhal, assistant professor of computer
science; and Stephen Vessey, professor of biology.
Graduate students serving on the panel are
Annette Gruno, from the College of Musical
Arts, David Pollack, graduate assistant in psychology, and Joy Horvat, graduate assistant in
Finalists of the 1988 Shanklin Awards are
Craig Layne and Zarina Bilgrami representing
the Sciences and Mathematics Division; Barbara Reilly and Annette Alves from the Social
and Behavioral Sciences; and Thomas Edwards and Robert Fishman in the division of
Arts and Humanities.
The nine-member panel of judges will chose
one winner and one runner-up from each division. Each winner will receive $750 and each
runner-up will be awarded $250.
GSS will sponsor a reception immediately following the awards presentation.

However, Diane Docis, Peace
Coalition member, said the
group tried to go through the
'proper channels," but found
University President Paul none existed.
Olscamp originally rejected the
"We've gone through the
Peace Pole April 4, saying at the
time: "It's pretty straight- trouble (to donate the gift), but
forward — we do not permit hopefully some other group will
permanent additions to the not have to go through the same
campus without going through thing because they (Image
the proper channels —and if we Committee) established this poldo it for one person or one group, icy," said Docis, a graduate student in political science.
we'd have to do it for another.

(to donate gifts with potential
architectural impact to the
campus)."

by Judy Immel
assistant city editor

Students without cars will
have a harder time getting to
Woodland Mall after this week.
Saturday is the last day the
Woodland Express Bus will be in
operation, and no plans have
been made to continue the service next fall, said Linda Peters,
the mall's manager.
"The free shuttle bus service
was started to introduce students to the Woodland Mall,"
she said. "With students leaving
for the summer, it's a good time
to discontinue it."
Peters said although the bus
transported 4,952 riders over 130
daysfrom October to March, the
cost to do so exceeded $3 per
rider.
The bus, operating on Monday
and Thursday through Sunday,
covered a route from East
Wooster Street through the
Ward 1 neighborhood and
around campus.
"We're not a bus service, so
this wasn't cost advantageous
for us," she said. "We never intended this to become a continuous service."
Peters said she would have
liked the community to use the
bus more, but efforts encouraging it were unsuccessful.
'"The bus was specifically utilized by students and was wellreceived. However, during
Christmas break, our ridership
was down considerably," she
said.
"With the costs incurred by
running the bus, it wouldn't be
wise to operate when the students are gone. It's no good payinga dead horse."
The bus service was subsidized by the Mall Company of
Bowling Green, owners of the
mall.
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GOP members
fail to endorse

Voinovich says money not campaign key
cause they forgot about grassroots politics.

by Beth Church
staff reporter

by Beth Church
staff reporter

George Voinovich said he has learned
not to assume anything — especially during elections.

The 1988 Wood County Republican Convention remained
neutral on a candidate for the
5th District Senate seat being
vacated by Delbert I-atta after
30 years.

Campaigning for one of Ohio's seats in
the ILS.Senate, Voinovich, the mayor of
Cleveland, said at Bowling Green High
School Saturday be has a lot of work ahead
of him.

After the first vote, Latta and
Gillmor were separated by Just
seven votes, with Latta receiving 188 and Gillmor 181. The
delegates re-cast their ballots in
order to obtain a majority — 242
votes.
Held at Bowline Green High
School Saturday, the convention
focused on the 5th District race
between Robert Latta (Bowling
Green), Paul Gillmor, president
of the Ohio Senate and Rex
Damschroeder (Fremont).
When the second vote divided
them by two, the convention remained neutral.
Damschroder remained a distant third, winning 30 and 11
votes, respectively.
Betty Montgomery, Wood
County prosecutor for eight
years, received the convention's
preference as the candidate for
the 2nd District Ohio Senate seat
with 282 votes. The other competing candidates John Schulte
(Oregon), Reeve Kelsey (Per-

CaJrt

GIMmor

Latta

rysburg), and George My lander
(Sandusky) each received 107,
36 and 16 votes, respectively.
The delegates also nominated
George Bush for president of the
United States, and Howard
Baker Jr., President Reagan's
chief of staff and former senator
from Tennessee, as vice president.
Justices Joyce George and
Paul Matia, candidates for the
Ohio Supreme Court, also spoke
to the convention, campaigning
for the two open positions on the
bench.
Fifth district state representative Randall Gardner introduced other Wood County elected officials not on the ballot.
Newly-elected chair of the
Ohio Republican Party Robert
Bennett opened the convention
by congratulating the county on
its strong Republican leadership.
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"This is my 12th campaign in 22 years —
I'm an old warhorse. But, I've learned you
can't assume that iust because the voters
are Republicans, they'll vote for you," he
said.
Introduced as the nexrU.S. Senator from
Ohio, Voinovich, was the keynote speaker
for the 1868 Wood County Republican Convention.
Voinovich said he felt the reason other
Republican candidates have lost is be-

Trial.
D Continued from page 1.
A three-judge panel Monday
sentenced Demjanjuk, 68, to
hang for commiting Nazi war
crimes. The judges ruled a week
ago that Demjanjuk was responsible for the deaths of
thousands of Jews at the Treblinka concentration camp in
Poland during World War n.
Demjanjuk, a Ukrainian immigrant to the Cleveland suburb
of Seven Hills, entered the
courtroom in a wheelchair Monday, shouting "I am innocent,"
in Hebrew before the sentence
was read. Demjanjuk's lawyers
have said they will appeal his
conviction to the Supreme
Court.
After Demjanjuk was convicted, vandals painted purple circles on St. Vladimir's. Jewish
organizations in Akron, about 40
miles south of Cleveland, asked
for additional police protection
because callers were threatening local Jews.

"You win an election with people, not
money," he said.
According to Voinovich, the Republicans
are not the party of wealth that everyone
believes, and predicted the Democrats will
outspend his party when campaigning this
year.
"No one has more money than Howard
Metzenbaum — and we have to make sure
that he doesn't buy this election," he said.
He also criticized Metzenbaum for representing only labor.
"He's a labor steward. The U.S. Senate
is not the place for a collective bargaining
table," he said.
Voinovich said he feels he can more effectively represent Ohio citizens.
"People shouldn't be forced to go on a
pilgrimage to Washington, D.C. to get an
audience with their Congressman," he
said. "I want to be a lobbyist on the behalf
of Ohio."
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is sponsoring
"Yo*r Best Tan Contest"
Tues., April 26-Semi-Finab
Tues., May 3-Finals
Where Soft Rock Cafe-Upstairs Entertainment Club
Why:
2 Grand Prizes! Tanning Membership
(worth $100)
Plus $100 cash!
How:
Stop in for details!

eJUairu t^i

Kinko's is more
than copies!
e Copies
e Binding
e Passport Photos
• Floppy Disks
e Self-Serve Typewriters e Stationery
e Laser Typesetting
e Pick-up & Delivery
• Self or Full Serve Macintosh/Laser Writers

Live Entertainment with Don Binkleyr!
21 and over upstairs
grandfather clause Is honored downstairs
104 S. Main St.
353-0988

Summer/Fall
Apartments/Houses
Available
• Efficiency turn
9 mo. S summer lease

707-711 Third
716-719 ThJrd
723-727 Third

• sommer/lall
• 1 BR furnished or unfurnished
• $370 for entire summer

120 State St.

• 1 BR unfurnished

449455
S. Enterprise

TH€ COLl€G€ OF BUSHKSS ADMINISTRATION
IS Pl€AS€D TO ANNOUNC€ ITS SCHOLARSHIP
AND AUIAAD R€CIPI€NTS
KARL C VOGT AlUfWD
OUTSTANDING GRADUATING SCtHOft, 1988
Steven J. Mortenet

Kathleen Rnderson
flimee Andrews
Dlona Bartholomew
Mark Beckett
Luzette Belvo
JofVme Bennett
Robert Btotmck
Steven Brioas
Ramon Broyles
Kathleen Buechner
Ke*y-Bvier
Jennifer CaHecod
James Compbel
Rmy Coughey
Lori Charles
Candoce dough
Camee Dorters
Chorlene Ferko
Barbara fisher
Brenda FooJe
Steven Fortener
Augustus Freeman
Robin Gost
JertGerb
Janice Gerten
Gory Grobie
David Grifflng
Diane Hoaemeyer
DarioHmes
Thomas Hannah
Sharon Honsen
Laura Htaainbothom
Deborah fire
Janet Mrshbera
Barry Hohman
Denlse Hofc
Robin Hummel
Heather Jones
Wmberty Jones
Michael Kaiser

• 1 BR fum./unfum.
summer/fall
$350 for entire summer
• 2 BR furnished/fall

831 Seventh

• 2 BR furnished
summer/fall
$375 tor entire summer

•39 Seventh

• 1 Br unfurnished

summer/fall

854 Eighth

• 1 BR unfurnished

summer/fall

Forest Apartments
-853 Napoleon
-751 High
•849 Napoleon
-851 Napoleon

• 2BR
furnished/unfurnished
summer/fall
$375 for entire summer

Cambridge Commons

259 S. Proapect

• 36 Brand New
2 BR 1 1/2 Bath
Unfurnished Apartments
itove, refrig.. dfshwasher
425 per mo. plus elect
Located on S. College
(1/2 block North of Napoleon)
avail Aug.
• 2 BR Fum.
Duplex avail. Aug.

John Newlove Real Estate
319 E. Wooster
Office Hours: 8 a.m. • 8 p.m.

354-2260

or

352-6553

kjnkoi
113 BK Railroad Street
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 354-3977

1988-1989 SCHOLARSHIP ACCIPKNTS

Aug.-May
$300/mo.

649 Sixth

News/Paul vemon

Soft Rock Cafe

Zjlcoiverd

• Unit B-summer/faK
-summer rates avail.

BG

Brother Jed, with his youngest daughter in arms, preaches his sermon against sin to crowds In (he Union Oval. This is the second visit
from the fiery family this year.

w

211 S. Cotege

"Anyone who represents Ohio and
favors a Drotectionist policy doesn't understand Ohio," he said.
He said his goal is to convince U.S. allies
that the American economy is as important to them as it is to the U.S.
"I believe the best way to leave America
to our children is strong militarily, economically and spiritually. That's my commitment," he said.

Repent ruthless rabble!

We have C arnation ana

706 Second St.

"I want to open the doors and windows of
the world marketplace," he said.
He said Ohio is currently second in the
nation for the number of people involved in
export manufacutring, and fourth or fifth
in farming.

Bruchok said Demjanjuk's
sentence must not "be seen as a
sentence on the Ukrainian people, nor should it be seen as a
sentencing by the Jewish people."
Martin Plax, area director for
the American Jewish Committee, has been promoting dialogue between Cleveland's Ukrainian and Jewish communities
the past several years because
of the Demjanjuk case. That
work needs to continue, he said.
"The immediate hurt is still
there." he said.
Still, Plax said he believed
that the trial and sentencing
represented "a sense of relief
and closure that the sort of behavior exhibited by 'Ivan the
Terrible' has been adjudicated."
Mary Dackiewicz, who is
operating the John Demjanjuk
Defense Fund, said Demjanjuk's supporters expected the
death sentence "because of the
way the judges had made their
decision last week."

$5.00 Sboz.

U luted
9

One area he promised the convention he
would work on is education. He said he believes the government should rededicate
itself to the schools.
Another of his objectives is to increase
international trade and U.S. competition,
he said.

Mame Kaufman
rUrrrberiy Kelppec
Kathleen Klpotrkk
Mkhele Klement
Xenophon Koufteros
Kristen Krebs
UJMom Krempasku
Davtd Kuteher
rVwJMW
WBomMier
Pomelo Moots
Dean Monrtn
Vk Monteleone
Vincent Moore
UsoMorrts
Mario Murphy
Ruon Murphy
James Newcomer
LtsoNorden
Kristme Oedy
Patrick PtoottJ
Michael Poeock
Klmbertv Pringle
Regtno Relmef
Lori Roberts
Deborah Robinson
Mkhoel Rolfes
Suzanne Schumacher
Mark Schulebert
. Christopher Scocos
Dona Show
Mory Shurts
GolSlebenedi
Debra Sproog
Lorine Steinbrunner
Gregory Staler
Joanna Sweebe
Toro UJotWrrs
Cheryl LUhWer
Jeffrey LUoodard

NURSING
GRADS
Make the call
to your future.

0-216-368-7456
Collect
If you're a graduating nurse, a
brief phone call can connect you with
some of the beat nursing opportunities
being offered to upcoming nursing grads.
Saint Luke's Hospital, a 474-bed teaching
and research hospital affiliated with Case
Western Reserve University School of Medicine, is an outstanding environment for beginning your nursing career. Learn about our many
advantages, including our programs for continuing
education, our orientations, our excellent patient-to-nurse
ratio, and our attractive salary /benefits package.
Call us any weekday from 9 a.m. - 4 p.m. We're eager to hear
from you.

NORMAN R. S€AMAN eNTfl€Pft€N€URSHIP SCrKXflflSHIP
DcrvW Gifflng

CONGRRTULflTIONS!
--
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Saint Luke's Hospital
11311 Shaker Blvd • Cleveland, OH 44104
Setm Lufca't HotptMl M m equal opportunity employer evCh
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Blotter
City_
An employee at the Wood
County Hospital emergency
room asked police to find three
missing teeth belonging to a
participant in a suspected fight
in front of the Sundance bar
Saturday morning, reports
said.
The teeth were never found,
police said.
DAnother employee of the
hospital told police someone
took a beige telephone from
the emergency room Friday,
according to reports.
Someone drove off without
paying for $6 worth of gasoline
at Speedway filling station
Friday, police said.
D Police cited Vicki A. Davis,
of Weston, for driving under
the influence and failure to
control her vehicle Friday
evening, police said.
Davis was placed on $4,000
bond and her license confiscated, according to reports.
DMatthew R. Willis, of Rudolph, and Scott J. Rood, 940 N.
Prospect St., were cited for
selling alcohol to a minor at
J-T's Carry-out, 531 Ridge St.,
Friday, police said.
D Richard A. Elrick, 818 Second St. Apt. Al, was cited for
discharging fireworks in the
vicinity of East Merry Street
Friday, police said.
□ Police arrested 18-year-old
Bryan P. Emans for resisting
arrest and purchasing alcohol
under legal age, police said.
□ Jeffery D. Hartzell. 521 E.
Merry St., was cited for disorderly conduct with persistence and resisting arrest
Friday night, police said.
i The following people were
cited Friday for open container violations:
Joseph W. Griner and Richard A. Venglarick, both of
Paulding, Ohio.
Edward J. Buczek and Kevin
J. Laviano, both of Middleburg
Heights.
Jennifer L. Jones, Stow.
Steven C. Mottice, Akron.

James R. Collier, 239 Conklin.
Richard R. Potter, 2620 Keygate Apt. #4.
Someone threw a beer pitcher through a 3-foot-by-4 foot
front double-pane window of
an East Merry Street woman's
apartment Friday night, police
said.
□ Police investigated a shoving match in front of Mark's
Pizza Pub, 532 E. Wooster St.,
Saturday, according to reports.
The incident did not escalate
Into a fight and no arrests were
made.
DA Port Clinton man was
arrested for drunk driving
Saturday after he was seen
driving left of center, weaving
back and forth, striking the
Cd rail "several" times on
PoeRoad.
Kurt F. Vanluit, the driver of
the car, turned onto Dunbridge
Road where another police car
cut him off and stopped him,
police said.
Reports said Vanluit could
not stand without supporting
himself and was unable to perform field tests.
Steven L. Pfeifer, 1314 Napoleon Road, was cited for selling beer to a minor at Mike's
Party Mart, 1004 S. Main St.,
Saturday night, police said.
The minor is awaiting charges to be filed through juvenile
court, police said.
D Police cited Steven P.
Krebs, of Custar, for transporting a firearm. They also
cited Cindy S. Bell of Custar
for possesion of marijuana
Saturday night, police said.
DA South Main Street man
was arrested for disorderly
conduct after he was seen
shoving a group of six males
around and cursing at them
Sunday, police said.
Police cited William M.
Isaacs, 712 S. Main St., for disorderly conduct with intoxication, according to reports.

Campus
Vandals picked up a tan
Yugo from a parking space in
Lot 6 Friday morning and
moved it into a gray Oldsmobile. According to a police report, there was approximately
$170 damage done to the Olds
and a $25 antenna was broken
off the Yugo. There were no
witnesses.
DA complainant reported
the theft of a privately-owned
vehicle being used for pizza delivery late Saturday night. According to a police report, the
owner left the vehicle unattended and unlocked when
he delivered pizza to a dorm
room in Offenhauer West.
The vehicle was recovered in
Michigan on Sunday afternoon
with extensive damage done.
There are no suspects and no
further details available, a
police report said.
DThe owner of a pickup
truck reported it stolen from
the University Union while he
was using the bank machine at
7:26 p.m. Friday. The vehicle
had been left unattended with
the motor running. According
to a police report, the vehicle
was located intact about 15
minutes later In another lot.
D Complainant reported a
stone-washed denim jacket
stolen at 2:37 p.m. Thursday.
According to a police report,
the jacket was left unattended
for a short period of time at the
Student Recreation Center.
Upon owner's return, the
jacket, containing driver license, BGSU identification,
complainant's room key, bank
card, Rec Center locker key
and meal coupons was missing. Value of missing goods is
estimated at $114.

Last minute rush keeps
computer labs crammed
by Debbie Hippie
staff reporter

As the end of the semester is
quickly approaching and assignments are due, University
computer lab usage is "skyrocketing," according to a Computer Operations supervisor.
"Everyone realizes they have
research papers due ... It (lab
usage) skyrockets," Patricia
Tussingsald.
In the tech lab, nearly twice
the amount of people are using
the computers In March, as the
semester draws to a close, as
compared to February, when
students are getting settled back
into a routine after the holidays,
Tussingsald.
According to Tusslng, 7,021
students used the tech lab in
March while only 4,274 utilized
the computers in February. In
addition, students were only on
campus for three weeks in
March because of Spring Break.
Another factor aiding the increase is that more students
want to learn how to use the Macintosh Computers, and this pattern is usual for the end and the
beginning of the semester, not
mid-way, according to Tussing.
"A lot are coming in now that

"Everyone realizes they have research
papers due... it (lab usage) skyrockets."
-Patricia Tussing, computer operations

supervisor
a.m. to 5 p.m.

want to learn ... they don't want
to use their typewriters," Tussing said.

"Usage tapers off for the first
few days of finals, by Friday it
has died out... we're still busy
because everywhere else is shut
down," Tussing said.
To beat the lines currently
forming at the computer labs,
many are going to the technology lab, which is open 24 hours
until Sunday. To get in any of the
labs, students should bring their
University identification card
with a current validation
sticker.

Anticipating the end-of-theyear rush, after spring break.
Computer Operations opened
Hayes Instructional PC Lab, located in 312 Hayes Hall. Although intended for an overflow
of students, the lab has been
anything but that. The lab is
open S p.m. to 10 p.m., and there
is an average of five students a
night using the terminals.
For finals week, all computer
labs, with the exception of the library lab, will close at various
times Sunday. The Hayes instructional PC lab will close at
10 p.m., the resident hall labs
will close at 11.45 p.m., and the
technology lab will cease its
24-hour lab times at 10 p.m. Sunday.
The library lab's hours during
finals week are Monday through
Thursday 8 a.m. to 10 p.m. and
on Friday, it will be open from 8
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CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL B.G.S.U. STUDENTS FOR
SUCCESSFULLY COMPLETING ANOTHER YEAR OF STUDY!
IF YOU ARE THINKING OF BUYING A NEW OR USED CAR,
PLEASE CHECK WITH US FOR OUR LOW FINANCING RATES:
9.19% APR. Adjustable Rate
10.50% APR. Fixed Rate
REMEMBER. WE HAVE 6 CONVENIENT LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
ROSSFORD
BOWLING GREEN
601 Superior
124 E. Court
666-4232
525 W. Woosier
353-1335
352-3502
WOODVILLE
125 W. Main
352-0003

Our trucks can handle some of the world's
most priceless possessions
Wright Tire and Auto N. Prospect, BG 352-3110
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Going Out of Business
(Retiring after 26 years)

Entire Stock Reduced

GRAND RAPIDS
24125 From
832-2615

Any registered campus organization with 20 or
more members (greeks, protessional, honorary) is
eligible to receive a $200 contribution. Simply
have the most new sales ot 1988 KEYs (percentagewise) among your membership by April 29 to win.
We're shooting for a sales record, but need
your help to do it. Help us, and we'll help you.
Fill out the attached coupon and return It to The KEY. Write your organization
on the order so we may validate It.
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Soc. Sec. No
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\0% off with Current Student I.D.

NORTH BALTIMORE
201 South Main
257-3188
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ORDER YOUR
1988 KEY
NOW!
List price is $17.95
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Smoke
'alarms'
Centrex
by Rebecca Thomas
staff reporter

BG News/Paul Vemon
Fire crews from the Bowling Green City Fire Department respond to a transformer fire in the Centrex building.

OSU students invest $5 million
COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) Ohio State University business
students will have $5 million in
university money to use as
part of a program planned for
the next school year In which
the students will act as investment managers.
University Treasurer James
Nichols said he knew of no
other university using such an
amount of money in similar
programs. He said other universities involve about $50,000

r

in their programs.
Under the program, students
would act as investment managers as part of an advanced
investments course for undergraduates. Students will be
expected to follow the same
investment procedures as
professional investment managers, Nichols said.
"The students will never
have their hands on the money
or the stock certificates, but
they will make the decisions,"

1

HAPPY

SECRETARIES
WEEK!
(Begins April 25th)

!

I

GIVE YOUR SECRETARY |
AN FTD® SECRETARIES
WEEK BOUQUET
I
Let Them Know You Care
KLOTZ FLOWER FARM

he said.
The money would come from
the university's endowment
fund, which totals about $245
million. The fund consists of
donations and doesn't include
money from state subsidies or
student tuition.
The course probably will be
offered during the fall and winter quarters the next school
year. It is scheduled for a trial
run this summer.

1

AMERICAN
CANCER
SOCIETY—

A malfunctioning transformer
was the cause of "electrical
smoke" that prompted emEloyees at the Centres building
) call the Bowling Green City
Fire Department Monday at
1:06 p.m., according to campus
police.
Gene Bratt, campus police
lieutenant, said a transformer in
the operator's area of the Centrex building was giving "an abnormal amount of smoke,"
when the fire department was
called.
"They normally give off an
abnormal amount of smoke
when they go bad," he said.
Mazine Allen, coordinator of
telecommunications (housed in
Centrex), said employees
"heard a loud crack and then
smelled smoke and saw it coming through an air conditioning
duct."
According to Allen, the transformer was part of the electrical
circuitry for the air conditioning
system in the Centrex building.
"It was located in a part of the
building that is not connected to,
or does not work with, the phone
system," she said.
There were no injuries reported, Bratt said, and the building
was not evacuated.
Damages were unknown as of
Monday afternoon, Bratt said.

Applications
for

The Obsidian
editor
are being accepted
through
5 p.m., April 27

Corner of S. College and Napoleon Rd.
353-8381
•A ngMHWd HdT»rt> tf FTDA. CT9M FTD*

Apply at 214 West Hall

Two rairs,
One Price!
Bifocals

For Both Pairs

For Both Pairs

Court spokesman Yossi Hassin said Demjanjuk also probably would be executed by hanging "if the sentence is upheld on
appeal."
John Demjanjuk Jr., the defendant's 22-year-old son, sobbed
silently. He said the family had expected a death sentence and
would appeal within days.
"This amounts to nothing more than the judicial murder of
an innocent man," he said.
"It will bring shame to the state of Israel, the Israeli Justice
Department, the U.S. Justice Department and, most unfortunately, the 6 million victims of the Nazi Holocaust," he said. The
United State extradited Demjanjuk to Israel.
Josef Czarny, a Treblinka survivor who testified for the
prosecution, said, "A thousand deaths cannot compensate for
what happened... but at least we have judged one of the angels
of death.
Pinchas Epstein, another survivor who testified, hugged a
relative and said, "I feel like a burden was lifted."
Earlier in the day, Demjanjuk told the court in a calm, clear
voice: "You have made a grave mistake ... I do not deserve
this. I am innocent, innocent, innocent. God is my witness.
"In the 20th century, how is it possible for such an injustice to
be done?" he asked in Ukrainian. "I am not Ivan the Terrible,
and to that God is the most just witness. He knows I am innocent."
Prosecutor Yonah Blattman said in his argument for the
death penalty that Demjanjuk "was not a smallcog in the Nazi
machine, he was a major criminal."
Demjanjuk pointed to his chest and repeatedly shook his
head to Bfattman's allegations that he "distinguished himself
bv the sheer brutality ofhis behavior... He cut off breasts, slashed faces, beat in skulls."
He crossed himself each time Blattman mentioned an atrocity, causing murmui 3 among the 650 spectators.
Defense lawyer John Gill of Cleveland said new evidence
might come to light that would prove his client innocent, and
cited cases of wrongful conviction.
"The death penalty is an irrevocable penalty imposed by fallible judges. Let not a second crime happen ... Tile taking of
any innocent human life is a Holocaust,'' he said, and there
were gasps from the audience.

Noise.
□ Continued from page 1.
Colvin said rescheduling the
Beta 500 would be difficult because Greek activities are
scheduled every weekend, resulting in a full calendar.

Hart had a different point of
view.
"From my point of view, the
proficiency is an academic
event. It always takes place on
the same Saturday in the spring
and fall. I think it should take
precedence," Hart said.

American Heart
Association —

;HARLESTOWN-i
APARTMENTS

MID AM MANOR
Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus Summer
1988 and 1988-1989 school year.
1 or 2 bedroom, furnished or
unfurnished, gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

UTockAQeatOBer
RcmFifthlhirdloGet
MeTbHayAgain
Announcing the Fifth Third challenge. Here's
Six Mariths-^Ntothly Service Charge.
Open a new One Account* and you'll enjoy the
benefits of the area's best checking plans - tree personalized checks, loan discounts, tree traveler's checks,
a Jeanie® card and much more. And, when you open
any checking account between now and May 31,1988,
you'll enjoy the first six months without the regular
monthly service charge.
ACreditCardWith No Annual Fee
When you open your new Fifth Third checking
account, you can get a VISA® or MasterCard®, upon
qualification, with no annual fee in 1988.
Stop by any Fifth Third Banking Center or call
for more information.
Take the challenge and switch today!
FIFTH THIRD BANK

Buy a pair of regular prescription eyeglasses and a pair of
prescription sunglasses all at one low price) Choose from our
v*4de variety of selected plastic frames with glass or scratch coated
plastic lenses, round or Hat top 25mm bifocals or tinted lenses.
Oversize, high power, photochromattc and specialty bifocals
and trifocals are priced slightly higher. Please note that eye
examinations are priced separately and Insurance programs cover
only one pair of glasses.
Single Vision

Demjanjuk
D Continued from page 1.

$7988 $H988
One day service for most prescriptions with
experienced Opticians at your service.
You must be completey satisfied or we will return your money.

OF NORTHWESTERN OHIO

Burlington Optical
1955 S. Reynolds

3153 W. Sytvania

StadWffiSa

382-2020

472-1113

352-2533

*AIK)*AI AWX MOOS

1032 North Main St. • Bowling Green, Ohio
354-1592
'tmmn*tmk**tcm:Mmltmn.lnm-

Putting People First.
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Civil rights case to be reopened
WASHINGTON (AP) - The Supreme
Court said Monday it will consider overturning a key civil rights precedent,
prompting four dissenting justices to accuse the court of undermining the trust
minority groups have in it.
The court, in an extraordinary move,
said it will use a North Carolina case involving charges of on-the-job racial harassment to consider throwing out a
12-year-old decision that allows people to
sue private citizens accused of racial
discrimination.
In a strongly-worded dissent, Justice

John Paul Stevens said minority groups
may feel betrayed by the court's order
calling for re-examination of the 1976
case.

not raised by either side in the North
Carolina case.
"If the court decides to cast itself
adrift from the constraints imposed by
the adversary process and to fashion its
own agenda, the consequences for the nation — and for the future of this court as
an institution — will be even more serious than any temporary encouragement
of previously rejected forms of racial
discrimination," Stevens continued.
"The court has inflicted a serious —
and unwise — wound upon itself today,"
he said.

"In addition to the impact of today's
decision on the faith of victims of racial
discrimination in a stable construction of
the civil rights laws, the order must also
have a detrimental and enduring impact
on the public's perception of the court as
an impartial adjudicator," Stevens said.
He also accused the five justices in the
majority of indulging in unwise activism
by agreeing to review an issue that was

He was joined by Justices William J.
Brennan, Harry A. Blackmun and Thurgood Marshall.
The court took the unusual step of calling for reargument of the racial harassment case in a one-paragraph, unsigned
order.
The case, argued on Feb. 29, now will
be held over until the court's 1988-89 term
beginning in October.
voting to rehear the case and expand
its scope were Chief Justice William H.
Rehnquist and Justice Byron R. White,
Sandra Day O'Connor, Antonin Scalia
and Anthony M. Kennedy.

Three missing in Man shot in * Colors* line
Navy explosion
NORFOLK, Va. (AP) - An
explosion and fire struck the
diesel submarine USS Bonefish
off Florida on Sunday, injuring
18 sailors and leaving three
missing, the Navy said. It was
not immediately known whether
the blaze had been extinguished.
The Bonefish, one of the last
diesel. submarines in service in
the Navy, surfaced 160 miles
east of Cape Canaveral, Fla.,
where it was on a routine exercise, said Cmdr. Fred Leeder,
spokesman for the Atlantic
Fleet.
Eighteen injured crew members were transferred to the aircraft carrier USS John F. Kennedy, three in serious condition,
said Lt. Cmdr. Bill Sonntag of
the Atlantic Fleet headquarters
in Norfolk.
Sonntag said the submarine,
which was also being assisted by
the frigates USS McCloy and
USS Carr, had 92 crewmen, 89 of
whom had been accounted for,
said Capt. Brent Baker, a
spokesman for Atlantic Fleet.
The two frigates searched for
the missing crewmen, Sonntag
said.
"We don't know whether they

are still aboard the submarine
or whether they were in the
water," Baker said.
The 4:30 p.m. fire was believed caused by an explosion in
the 30-year-old submarine's battery compartment, Sonntag
said. Because of fire and toxic
fumes, the commanding officer
ordered the vessel evacuated, he
said.
"We don't know if the fire is
out at this point," he said. "All
we know right now is that it is
tied up next to the Carr."
The JFK headed for Mayport,
Fla., to transfer the injured to
the Naval Hospital at Jacksonville, Fla.

STOCKTON, Calif. (AP) - A
young man was shot in the head
in an apparent gang-related
slaying wmle waiting in line to
see "Colors," the first violent
act connected to the movie that
some said would spur bloodshed.
Police were seeking the suspect, a man in his 20s, who fatally shot the 19-year-old victim
Sunday afternoon while he stood
in line at a cinema in this community east of San Francisco.
The movie depicts the rival
between the Los Angeles-based
Crips and Bloods gangs. The
suspect was wearing a red
handkerchief, as do members of
the Bloods gang, while the victim had on a blue handkerchief,
signifying the Crips gang, authorities said.
A 17-year-old girl was struck
by the bullet after it passed

Large 1-item Pizza for

$5.00

through the victim's head, but
she was not seriously injured,
said Stockton Police Lt. David
Swim.

The victim was standing in
line with his brother-in-law and
girlfriend, Swim said, reading a
statement.

tory term for Crips members."
Swim said the victim's girlfriend stepped between the two
and told the suspect they did not
want any trouble. The suspect
then returned toward the car
when his two companions began
fighting with the victim's brother-in-law.

The suspect and at least two
male companions drove by the
theater, then returned and: parked, Swim said. The suspect got
out and approached the victim
and asked, ''Are you a ricket?"
Swim said ricket is a deroga-

As the victim went to the aid of
his brother-in-law, the suspect
returned and pointed a gun at
him, Swim said. The victim began to run, but the suspect fired
one shot that hit the victim in the
head.

MARK'S
Pizza Pub

COPPERHILL, Tenn. (AP) About 1,800 people in three East
Tennessee communities and a
nearby Georgia town were allowed to return home after a
cloud from a toxic chemical leak
dissipated, officials said.
Tennessee Chemical Company workers were searching
tor the cause of Sunday's leak.
About 1.1 tons of sulfur triozide leaked from an indoor tank
into a building at the company,
said Carolyn Merritt, plant environmental manager. She said
it was not known how much es- ]
caped from the building.
Residents of Coppernill, New- ■
town and Coletown, Tenn., and •
McCaysville, Ga., were advised j
late Sunday that it was safe to ■
return home, said James Francis, operations director for the !
Tennessee Emergency Man-j
agement Agency.
Francis and Merritt said they
knew of no injuries, but I
McCaysville Fire Chief William
Wright said some evacuees ■
there reported burning eyes and !
itchy throats and feelings of
nausea.

STUDENT
BOOK
EXCHANGE

OUR BOOK BUY BACK HAS BEGUN!
We pay top prices fa used texts. We also pay top wholesale prices for
current editions of Pooks no longer Peing used on campus. Please do
not wait until next fall; the demand falls throughout the summer,

Don't forget: We're a wholesaler too.

only at

free
delivery

1,800 back
home after
toxic leak

HURRY, DON'T MISS OUT
352-3551

Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30
Sat
9-5

530 E. Wooster

MEDIA'S EFFECT ON CAMPAIGN '88
(Sponsored by Pi Sigma Alpha)

UPDATE:
THURSDAY MOVIE:

The Original
Little Shop of
Horrors
starring Jack Nicholson

April 28 - 9 p.m.
Gish Film Theater

LAST UAO MOVIE-DON'T MISS ITU!
"SHOE JAM IN THE COURTYARD"
featuring "Shoes for Industry"
Thurs., April 28 - 9 p.m. -?
FREE TO ALL!!!
MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER COURTYARD

Dale Van Ana
Syndicated Columnist with
Jack Anderson
TOPIC: MEDIA FAIRNESS

Kaihryn Buskin
Director ol fcdnondl Admin,
of US News & World Repons
TOPIC: EDITORIAL DEOSION
MAKING PROCESS

Ike Pappas
Former CBS Senior
Correspondent
TOPIC: CAMPAIGN OVERVIEW

MEDIATOR OF DISCUSSION: DIANE LARSON, WTVG 13
TUESDAY, APRIL 26 8:0O P.M.
GRAND BALLROOM
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RESERVE OFFICERS' TRAINING CORPS

GOOD LUCK ON EXAMS!!!

IA more
Italiano
t Big Boy!
(^i£ll love Italian at Big B^Q
America loves
its Big Boy

Veal Parmigiana
Templing breaded veal, lopped with langy
meal sauce and mozzarella cheese. Served
with Italian style spaghetti, cole slaw and
dinner roll.

THE MORE T0U USE TOUR HEAD,
THE MORE MONEY TOU CAN GET FOR COLLEGE.
Enroll in Aimy ROTC as a college elective
and serve part-time in the Army Reserve or
National Guard, and you can get as much as
$4000 a year (or college. That includes your
Guard or Reserve pay, the GI Bill and up to a
$1000 grant from ROTC.
Add it all up, and you'll graduate with a
college degree plus an Army Officer's
commission. And all you have to do is use
your head.

ARMY ROTC
• Chicken Parmigiana $4.75
• Spaghetti Parmigiana $3.45
• Shrimp Alfredo
$4.25

THE SMAITEST COLLEGE
COUISETOC CAM TAKE.

Find out more. Contact: Captain Gary Wirzylo,
Room 155 Memorial Hall 372-2476
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News Briefs

Trial rules broken

Man sets self on fire, dies

Testimony from North's lawyers rejected

MACON, Ga. (AP) — A
man who set his gasolinesoaked clothes on Tire and
walked down the aisle of a
church during a prayer service died Sunday from his
burns, though worshipers
tried to save rum by dousing
the flames.
The songs of a children's
choir gave way to hysterical
screams as worshipers at
Friendship Baptist Church
noticed Willie J. Boone, 41.
Saturday night's musical
program was almost over
when "I saw the children
looking curious and I looked

back" from the first row. said
the Rev. Jimmy L. Mills. "I
saw this young man coming
up the middle aisle ablaze of
fire."
"Most of (the children)
went into hysterics," he said.
' 'It was a terrible tragedy."
The pastor said he and deacons used a fire extinguisher
to douse the flames on the
man's clothes "and asked
him to go out and sit on the
front porch and that's where
he went until the police arrived."
On the porch, Boone said,
"It's all right," and collapsed, Mills said.

Couple married in hospital
BEAUMONT, Texas (AP)
— A young couple injured in
an auto accidenl while taking
their wedding invitations to
the post office traded vows on
schedule in a hospital room,
the bride in a surgical gown
trimmed in lace.
Kim Monzingo, 21, and
Mark Woodell, 30, had to
abandon plans for an elaborate church wedding because of the accident April 2,
which left the bride-to-be with
her legs in traction and one
arm in a cast. Woodell
received stitches above his
eye and on his chin.

The two were wed Saturday.
"That's the date we had set
since November. We just decided to go ahead and have it
since I was in the hospital,"
the new Mrs. Woodell said by
telephone from her room in
St. Elizabeth's Hospital after
the ceremony Saturday.
Her parents, Noel and Gloria Monzingo of Jasper, hung
a "Just Married" sign and
white streamers on the door,
and Mrs. Monzingo sewed
lace and tiny beads on her
daughter's hospital gown.

Thief 'coughs up' evidence
KUALA LUMPUR, Malaysia (AP) — When police told a
thief to cough up the evidence, he complied and gave
them a gold chain he had
swallowed after snatching it
from a woman, a newspaper
Tried Sunday,
a story headlined "There
Is Gold in That Cough," the
Sunday Mail said the incident
occurred Saturday in Seremban, SO miles south of Kuala
Lumpur.

It said police detective Set.
Mohamed Yaacob Shari, who
passing by, chased and
caught the thief after a
woman identified as S. Sakuntala screamed that
someone had snatched her
gold chain.
The newspaper quoted
police as saying that the thief
was taken to the police
station, searched and interrogated, but no evidence was
found on him.

WASHINGTON (AP) — The judge in the IranContra case barred defense testimony Monday at a
pretrial hearing because lawyers for Marine Lt.
Col. Oliver North and two co-defendants violated
the ground rules of the proceeding.
Before beginning a hearing on whether independent counsel Lawrence Walsh impermissibly used
the compelled congressional testimony of the three
defendants, U.S. District Judge Gerhard Gesell
sternly warned North, former national security
adviser John Poindexter and businessman Albert
Hakim about complying with his orders.
Since lawyers for the three defendants did not
give Walsh's office timely notice of the testimony
it proposed to submit at the hearing, Gesell said
the defense would not be able to present a witness.
"The independent counsel complied with the letter to the order, the defense ignored the order" and
"decided to engage in some Kind of outreach program," the judge said, referring to defense attempts on Friday to subpoena documents from
Walsh's office.

Gesell stayed the subpoenas 45 minutes after
they were served on Walsh and eight members of
his staff.
"The orders of the court are going to be complied with," Gesell said.
"We are going to proceed, whether the atmosphere is one of confrontation and name-calling or
not," the judge told the defendants and their lawyers, who had accused Gesell in court papers of
setting up a procedure that "makes a mockery" of
their clients'rights.
Gesell reminded the defendants that under the
rules of criminal procedure he had "exclusive responsibility" to conduct the trial and pretrial
proceedings.
Walsh contended in court papers last week that
the defense violated GeselTs April 13 order by
missing last Thursday's deadline for giving him
information about the witness it proposed to present at the hearing.
Barry Simon, one of North's lawyers, denied
that the defense had violated the court order.

Parents continue search
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — Stanley and Georgia Chism are becoming frequent visitors to Orlando from their home in Dayton. They hand out fliers, ask
questions, and check out people
and places their son may have
known and visited.
"We keep hoping that we will
find him alive out the longer it
goes, it makes us worry more
that we won't," says Chism
about his 23-year-old son, Stanley Chism Jr.
The younger Chism disappeared shortly after calling
his parents and girlfriend from a
shopping mall telephone Feb. 5.
His roommate later reported
him missing.
Police later recovered
Chism's bloodstained shirt,
other clothes and a crowbar
covered with blood in a dumping
bin. His girlfriend's phone number and a bank deposit slip were
in the shirt pocket.
On their first trip to Orlando,
his parents went to motels,
shopping centers and other
places to look for their son's automobile. They handed out fliers

with information about their son
and tried to contact anybody
who had known him.
The car was found after
somebody read a newspaper advertisement that the parents
had placed.
Deputies found blood on the
back seat and Chism's glasses
and boots in the car, his father
said. A sheriff's spokesman said
samples of the blood are being
tested.
"Foul play could be involved,
but right now we haven't found a

victim." said sheriff's spokesman Jim Solomons. "We are doingeverything we can."
Chism's parents disagree.
"We feel that from fie beginning, the police (sheriff's) department has not shown a concern for a missing person," said
Chism's father, an evangelist.
For Chism's mother, the past
two months have been a nightmare.
"It's like you can't grieve because you don't know that he is
dead and you can't go on (with
life) because you can't find
him."

Cincinnati
man held
in killings
CINCINNATI (AP) - Members of a Cincinnati church are
stunned by the apparent random
killing of a woman who had walked from the church to her car
outside when she was gunned
down.
Police arrested Willie R. Hudgins, 38, of Cincinnati, and charged him with Saturday's shooting death of Eunja Lee, 32, an
Anderson Township homemaker
and mother of two children. Cincinnati police say that Hudgins
did not know Lee.
Police also charged Hudgins
with having shot and killed Ruth
Farley, 40, who is also the
mother of two, shortly before
Mrs. Lee was slain. Hudgins had
known Mrs. Farley, but police
said they had determined no motive for either her shooting or
the Lee slaying.
A 81 million bond was set
Monday for Hudgins, who was
confined at the Hamilton County
Justice Center on two counts of
aggravated murder. He faces a
May 3 preliminary hearing in
Hamilton County Municipal
Court.
Mrs. Lee, an artist, moved
from Korea to this country three
years ago. She worked to support her husband, Kunmo Lee.
while he studied for a doctoral
degree at the University of Cincinnati.
"They had just started to enjoy some of the American life,"
said Tony Kim, a deacon of the
Korean congregation at Hartwell Presbyterian Church.

Pilot hurt in air show crash
EL TORO, Calif. (AP) — An attack jet crashed during an air
show Sunday at the Marine
Corps Air Station here, critically
injuring the pilot, a base
spokesman said.
Col. Jerry Cadick, 45, of
Evansville, Ind., was performing a loop maneuver when the

F-A-18 Hornet crashed in front
of thousands of spectators at the
annual event, said Cpl. Kent
Fletcher. The air show was immediately canceled.
Cadick was in critical condition at Mission Hospital Regional Medical Center in Mission Viejo, Fletcher said.
Don Ruben told Los Angeles

radio station KNX he saw the
crash from his home near the
base.
"I saw the F-18 going straight
up," he said. "(It) did a loop
over the top of the air station
and then came down and as it
went over the grandstand it was
very, very low, and it tried to
1 up, but it was just too low."

IWE WANT YOUR USEI>
BOOKS AND WE WILL
GIVE YOU CASH!

VALID UNIVERSITY
I.D. REQUIRED

April 25 thru May 6
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Closed on Sunday

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
Student Services Building

"Demoralize
the Bucklze"
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21 hits help Falcons crush Defiance

BG News/Rob Upton

Slip Slidin' Away
Bowling Green third baseman Trent Dues slides into second base safely as he beats the throw to the Defiance

Bowling Green pounded out a seasonhigh 21 hits off four different Defiance
College pitchers yesterday afternoon en
route to a 16-5 win at Stellar Field.
All nine BG starters had at least one
hit, while five players contributed two
or more safeties.
Designated hitter Greg Lashuk and
centerfielder Jason Welch paced the
BG attack with four hits apiece. Lashuk
also chalked up four RBIs, two coming
on a two-run double in the first inning.
Leftfielder Chris Carden hit a solo
home run in the third inning, his eighth
round-tripper of the season. Carden

also keyed a six-run sixth inning with a
two-run triple.
Carden and rightfielder Kevin Ward
each scored three runs each for the
Falcons, now 18-18-1 this season. Shortstop Brian Koelling enjoyed a fine day
for the Falcons as well, going 3-for-3
and scoring two runs.
After the Falcons' big sixth inning,
they put five more runs on the scoreboard in the eighth inning. Matt Oestrike, Welch, and Lashuk all stroked
RBI singles. Two of the other tallies
came on a dropped fly ball by the Defiance leftfielder.

College shortstop. Unfortunately, for Dues and the Falcons, he slid a bit too far as he was tagged out after reaching the base. The Falcons stomped on Defiance, winning 16-5 at Warren E. Stellar Field Monday.

BG sophomore Dave Freese was the
recipient of the offensive barrage,
pitching five shutout innings and recording his third win of the season
against two losses. Defiance starter
Ralph Berg fell to 3-4 on the season
after giving up five runs and seven hits
in three innings of work.
The Falcons, winners of six of their
last nine contests, will host Big 10 foe
Ohio State tomorrow at 3:00.
□ D D
Shortstop Shawn Gillenwater is batting .342 since being moved to leadoff
batter 22 games ago. BG is also 14-8 in

Welch's four-hit game is a career
high for him as are the four RBIs. He
also has an eight-game hitting streak
(13-for-28) and is hitting .464 during he
span. Welch has hits in 11 of the last 12
games (18-for-45) and is hitting .400 in
mat span.

with seven runs and 12 RBIs. His threehit game Monday was the 12th multi-hit
game of the season.
D O D
Mike Hayes, who sat out Monday's
game, is hitting .450 (9-for-20) in his last
sox games with six runs scored and seven RBIs.
□ C D
Lashuk is batting .370 in the last seven games (10-for-27) with nine RBIs.

Carden's three hits and four RBIs are
both season highs. In his last seven
games, Carden is batting .375 (9-for-24)

BG's 18-18-1 mark has already surpassed last year's win total of 17. After
37 games last season, BG was 14-23.

that span. During his first 15 games,
Gillenwater was ratting .256 and the
Falcons were 4-10-1.
D D D

D D D

□ D D

Laxer team
continues
hot streak

Rugby substitutes star
Final-four bound BG goes 2-1-1
Bowling Green's club rugby
team, propping for this weekend's final four appearance in
Monterey, Calif., could manage
only a 2-1-1 record in last weekend's matches against Ohio
State and Hiram.
A case of post-championship
euphoria?
Not at all. With the first team
sitting out before this weekend's
national championship, the rest
of the Falcon teams had to play
'up' a level.
^'All things being equal, we
could have gone 0-4 this weekend," BG coach Roger MazzareUasaid.
But with the Falcons' considerable depth, things often are
not equal, and BG's second team
nearly pulled off the upset of the
season.
Facing the same squad BG
had defeated last week for the
Midwest championship, the Falcons ran off 13 unanswered
points in the first half.
"I had a feeling ws might

catch them a little flat after the
loss last week," Mazzarella
said.
Listless might be a better description as center Callen Breen
and flanker Brock Hoover
scored tries and fullback Scott
Ault booted a conversion and
penalty kick.
"I had to chuckle watching
Steve (Finkel-OSU coach) getting all worked up on the other
sideline," Mazzarella said. "The
game is very emotional at the
college level and last week's loss
took alot out of his players."
The somnolent Buckeyes woke
up midway through the second
half and began to chip away at
the Falcons' lead. Fullback Paul
Murray scored a try and booted
a conversion and penalty, while
prop Steve Paul tied It with another try.
Referee Bill Matijasic waved
off the conversion attempt and
the match ended, 13-13.
In the second match, center
Chris Mazurek landed a pair of

The Bowling Green lacrosse
club continued its winning ways
Sunday afternoon, winning its
invitational by defeating Wright
State and Earlham College from
Indiana.
Sunday's first game featured
WSU and Earlham.
Earlham came from three
goals back in the final period to
knot the score at 9-9, sending the
game into overtime. The Flyers
then disposed of the pesky team
from Indiana with the gamewinner two minutes into the
sudden-death period.
BG faced WSU in a match-up
characterized by tough defense.
After trading goals, a 3-3 tie
forced the the game into overtime. BG attackman Geoff
Knapp then fed linemate Morgan Sullivan for the winner.
"It's only the good teams that
can have an off game and still
come away with a victory,"
BG's Nate Anderson said.
The Falcons then vented their
frustration on Earlham. 10-2.
BG jumped to a four-goal lead in
the first period in a game which
featured a number of good individual efforts.
Senior attackman Tom Shirkey, playing in his last home
game, led the attack with two
goals and two assists, while J.F.
Lombardi added three goals and
Anderson had two tallies.
BG, which has now won five of
its last six games, enters its
final week of practice in preparation for Sunday's showdown
with Toledo in the Glass Bowl.

penalties to edge the Buckeys,
(W, while backs Bob Smalldino,
Dave McKee and Brian Kane
scored tries to shut out OSU,
12-0, in the third match.
The mismatch of play in levels
finally caught up with Falcons in
the Hiram match as they
dropped a 13-6 decision. Wing
Todd Omaits' try and Steve
Marker!'s conversion put BG on
top, 6-0, only to have Hiram chip
away at the other half of the
scoreboard.
The Falcons, now 29-3-2, will
take on Dartmouth in the first
round of the national championships. Kickoff is 1:45 p.m. PDT,
Saturday, while Cal-Berkeley
takes on Air Force at noon in the
other semi-finals match.
Dartmouth and BG have met
only once before with the Falcons taking a 25-7 decision in last
year's consolation match of the
national championship.

Orange beats Brown
Spring practices end for football team
Bowling Green football fans
sot a preview of the 1988 team,
Saturday, as the Falcons played
their annual Brown-Orange
Spring Game at a windswept
Doyt L. Perry Stadium.
The defense dominated action
as the Orange downed the
Brown, 16-7, in a contest played
despite wind gusts of 50 mph.
Orange linebacker Dal McDonald looked sharp, intercepting a
pass and logging a game-high
eight tackles. Defensive guard
Derrick Carr added five tackles
while outside linebacker Doug
Van Fossen registered four.
Inside linebacker Charles
Dotson led.the Brown with seven

tackles.
While the defense featured
several standouts, the offense,
as a whole, struggled. Orange
managed just 203yards, while
the Brown logged 181. Falcon
head coach Moe Ankney said he
was disappointed with the sluggish effort.
"It would be easy to make excuses," said Ankney referring to
the monsoon-like winds. "But I
don't think the intensity was
there. We had a real good spring
practice until today."
Much of the Orange output
came from the arm of Eric
Smith, who completed six of 13
passes for 91 yards. Tailback
Scott Lindsey bolstered the
/

ground attack, rushing for 54
yards on 11 carries. Mike McGee
added 50 more for the winners.
Shawn Daniels, scored the
game-winning touchdown with a
one-yard plunge in the second
quarter.
Starting Falcon quarterback
Rick Dackin, who guided the
Brown squad, completed seven
of 11 passes for 48 yards. Backup Steve Spray guided the
Brown to its lone score, thanks
in part to a 43-yard pass to Ronald Heard. Tailback Charles
Edgerton garnered 52 yards on
12 carries for Brown.
BG, 5-6 last year, will open its
new season at West VirgL'ia,
Sept. 3.

BG News/Paul Vernon

Record Breaker
Bowling Green pole vaulter Steve Cyrus (shown practicing Monday
at Whlttaker Track) broke the school record last week with a leap of
16-6 3/4 at Baldwin-Wallace. Cyrus' jump eclipsed the former Falcon best of 15-6 1/2. set by current BG pole vault coach Jim Kovach in 1986. Other season bests were recorded by Steve Oxer
(1:55.99 in the 800 meters), Scott Mercer (:55.8 in the 400 intermediate hurdles). Brock Merrlam (first place with a 31:29 1 In the
10,000 meters) and Chris Plescia (first place with a 174-6 in the discus).

Women ruggers
second at GM
Bowling Green's women's
club rugby team finished second
in a tri-match after losing to Michigan State in Ann Arbor, Saturday.
The Falcons tied Michigan,
3-3, in their first game after the
Wolverines had lost their initial
same to MSU, 9-0. Candi Clough
led BG, which was down 3-0 at
the end of the first half.
The Falcons were then blanked by the Spartans. 21-0, despite a 3-0 score at halftime.
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Wilkens
April's
best

IOC cracks down on drugs
LAUSANNE, Switzerland (AP) — Armed with
new penalties against substance-using athletes
and unethical laboratories, the International
Olympic Committee is honing its attack on doping
in sports to make sure this summer's Games are
as drug-free as possible.
"Last year, IOC-accredited labs around the
world tested more than 37,000 samples, and 854
came back positive," Prince Alexandre de Merode, the chairman of the IOC's medical commission, said.
Anabolic steroids were the most abused drug,
showing positive in 521 cases. Steroids add to
muscle bulk and strength, but have been shown to
carry serious side effects such as liver damage.
Amphetamines and other stimulants were next,
with 301 cases.
The labs also found 24 cases where athletes used
probenecid, a "masking agent," to try to hide the
presence of other illegal drugs.

The total number of postive cases came to 2.25
percent of the total — not a large number, but one
larger than the IOC wants.
On Sunday, Merode, an IOC vice president from
Belgium, urged the federations that govern the
summer Olympic sports to adopt uniform drug
penalties, suggesting a multi-tier plan similar to
one the IOC is using for the first time this year.

NEW YORK (AP) - Lenny
Wilkens of the Cleveland Cavaliers, who guided his club to a 9-2
record in April, was named NBA
Coach of the Month for the final
month of the season, the league
said Monday.
The Cavaliers finished the
season with a 42-40 record for
their most victories since 1978.
The month included a 120-109
victory over Boston on April 15,
raising Wilkens' record to 5-0 at
home against the Celtics.
Also nominated were Doug
Moe of Denver, Doug Collins of
Chicago, Chuck Daly of Detroit,
Rick Pitino of New York, Frank
Layden of Utah and Mike
Schuler of Portland.

Under it, athletes who take drugs only to enhance performance are dealt with differently than
those who might take then accidentally as part of a
legitimate medication. There also are stitfer penalties awaiting repeat offenders, ranging up to a
life ban in both cases.
In addition, Merode said, the IOC is considering
long-term suspensions from the Games for athletes found using drugs during Olympic competition. Presently, an athlete who tests positive is
thrown out of those Games but can be reinstated
by his federation for the next.

Selgo named GT assistant AD
TOLEDO, Ohio (AP) — Tim
Selgo, head women's basketball
coach at the University of
Toledo the past three seasons,
has been named an assistant
athletic director, replacing
Charlie Snyder, who retired in
March.
His appointment is subject to
the approval of President James
McComas and the board of
trustees.
Selgo served as an assistant
men's basketball coach for three
years, prior to being named

head coach of the women's program in August of 1985.
Selgo, 30, won four varsity letters in basketball at UT.
D D D
GAMBIER, Ohio (AP) — Michael Pilger, assistant soccer
coach at Kenyon College last
season, has been named assistant director of physical education and athletics. Pilger will
also be the Lords' head soccer
coach, replacing Jeffrey Vennell, who accepted the position
of director of athletics at the U-

Browns
draft
choices

Diversity of Rochester in
November.
Pilger has taught and coached
at secondary schools in New
York and Massachusetts and
played professional soccer in the
American Soccer League and
the North American Soccer
League.
ADA, Ohio (AP) — Matt Hargett, a 6-foot-7. 210-pound basketball player from Brecksville
High School, will play college
basketball at Ohio Northern University.
MHiNltH*

STUDENT
BOOK
EXCHANGE

OUR BOOK BUY BACK HAS BEGUN!
We pay top prices for used texts. We also pay top wholesale prices for
current editions of books no longer being used on campus. Please do
not wait until next fall; the demand falls throughout the summer.

Don't forget: We're a wholesaler too.

HURRY, DON'T MISS OUT
Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30
Sat
9-5

M

530 E. Wooster

w

—
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LaRiche Toyota of Findlay says,
"CONGRATULATIONS TO B.G.S.U.
CLASS OF 88"
To help you off to a great start
in that new career, LaRiche Toyota and
Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A. is offering you
as a member of the class of 1988 a chance to
OWN OR LEASE A NEW 88
TOYOTA CAR OR TRUCK!
Qualifications are easy and designed
for the new college graduate or soon to be
graduating with little or no credit
history.
Mo money down or security deposit required.
DON'T MISS THE CHANCE
to drive to that new job
IN A HOT NEW 88 TOYOTA.
CALL US TODAY
1-800-545-6885
FOR DETAILS

LaTOYOTA
Riche
920 Plaza St., Findlay, Ohio

BG News/Paul Vernon
Senior centerfielder Amy Lienhardt paces the Falcons in hitting,
with a .432 average. The speedy Lienhardt has also stolen 35 bases,
a BG record, and scored 36 runs (a Mid-American Conference
mark). The centerfielder, who's the MAC's career leader in hits
(208), will be in action this weekend as BG travels to Muncie. Ind.,
for a four-game set with Ball State. The Falcons, 12-4, are tied with
Eastern Michigan for the top spot in the MAC.

COME
BACK
ON
TUESDAY!

CLEVELAND (AP) - Here
are the Cleveland Browns' draft
selections:
1. Clifford Charlton, lb, Florida
2. Michael Dean Perry, dt,
Clemson
3. Van Waiters, lb, Indiana
4. Anthony Blaylock, db, Winston-Salem State
5. No pick
6. No pick
7. Thane Gash, db, East Tennessee State
8. J. J. Birden, wr, Oregon
9. Danny Copeland, db,
Eastern Kentucky
10. Brian Washington, db, Nebraska
11. Steve Slayden, qb, Duke

?wmi

Double The Value! Bu> your favorite footlong
sub or regular salad on TUESDAY and get one
of equal or lesser price FREE1 *
(wiih purchase of 22-oz soft drink)
Not valid with anv other coupons or oilers

BUY ONE
AND GET
ONE
FREE!

♦SUBUlfW*
. Sandwiches & Salads

Delivery Available
from 5-10 p.m.
WOODLAND MALL

OkSia/t^fowatix

353-0204

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALL YOU CAN BE.

The BG News
is now accepting applications for
STAFF POSITIONS FOR
Summer 1988 and Fall 1988
* Editing
* Photography

* Reporting
* Copy Editing

Applications available: 214 West Hall
SUMMER STAFF DEADLINE: FALL STAFF DEADLINE:
Friday, April 29, 5 p.m.
Wednesday, April 27, 5 p.m.
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Tribe training relief specialists on farm
CLEVELAND (AP) - In their
never-ending search for a pitcher who can close out a game,
the Cleveland Indians now are
determined to grow their own
down on the farm.
"Established closers — good
relief pitchers, the kind we want
— aren't available at any price,
so we're training our own ui the
farm system," says Tom Giordano, special assistant to In-

dians President Hank Peters.
The Indians, who are off to
their best start in decades with a
13-4 record, had the day ofl
Monday after a weekend series
on the road against the Minnesota Twins. Cleveland opens an
eight-game home stand today
with a 7:35 p.m. game against
Seattle.
In 17 games so far this year.
Indians' relievers have pitched

just 25 innings, giving up 23 hits,
10 earned runs. 11 walks and 19
strikeouts. The earned run
average of the Indians' bullpen
is 3.80.
As for farm system candidates for a closer spot, the current candidates include Darrel
Akerfelds and Jon Perlman of
Class AAA Colorado Springs;
Kevin Wickander and Paul Kuz-

niar of Class AA Williamsport
and Carl Keliipuleole of Class A
Kinston.
Kuzniar, a 6-1 right bander
from Willoughby who was
picked in the second round of the
1966 amateur draft, is 1-0 and
hasn't allowed an earned run in
three appearances. He was 6-6
with a 2.38 ERA and 109
strikeouts in 91 innings at Class
A Waterloo in 1987.

The most successful pitcher at
Colorado Springs currently is
veteran Mike Brown, signed by
the Indians last winter after he'd
spent seven seasons in the Boston and Seattle organizations. So
far this year, Brown is 2-1 with a
0.82 ERA, two complete games
and one shutout.
Brown, 29, was Boston's first
draft choice in 1980 and was 6-6
with the Red Sox in 1983. He was

CINCINNATI (AP) - Watch
out, Eric Thomas. Beware.
Larry Kinnebrew. Shape up, Bill
Johnson.
Be forewarned. The Cincinnati Bengals weren't pleased
with the performances of their
defensive backs and their runnine backs last year, and they're
not hiding their dissatisfaction.
The Bengals' emphasis on
those two areas in the NFL draft
was meant to inspire their veterans as well as add help
through new players. The Bengals broke with team tradition
and went for help in areas of
biggest need rather than trying
to pick the most highly regarded
player available when their turn
came.

Three more Ohio State players were taken Monday in the
National Football League's second day of its annual draft, joining five former Buckeye players who were drafted during Sunday's first day.
George Cooper, Ray Jackson and Henry Brown, all of whom
were senior starters for 6-4-1 Ohio State last season, were taken
Monday.
Three other players from Ohio colleges — Eric Grabisna of
Case Western Reserve, Andy Schillinger of Miami of Ohio and
Danny McCoin of Cincinnati —were also drafted.
Cooper, a 245-pound fullback, was taken in the sixth round by
Miami through Minnesota, the 156th pick overall. Jackson, a
defensive back, was taken in the seventh round with the 185th
Sick by Seattle. Brown, an offensive tackle, was selected in the
Oth round with pick No. 277 by the Super Bowl champion
Washington Redskins.
Grabisna, a linebacker at CWRU, was taken by the Los Angeles Raiders in the sixth round. He was the 143rd choice overall.
Wide receiver Schillinger, one of the top receivers in the MidAmerican Conference, went in the 10th round to Phoenix on
pickNo.260.
Six players with Ohio college backgrounds were drafted
Sunday.
Eric Kumerow, an outside linebacker from Ohio State, was
the 16th player chosen in the first round, by the Miami Dolphins. Buckeye teammate Chris Spielman was the second
player chosen — 29th overall — in the second round by the Detroit Lions.
Other Ohio State players chosen on the first day of the draft
were: tight end Alex Higdon, taken in the third round (No.56)
by Atlanta, quarterback-punter Tom Tupa, drafted as the 68th
('layer in the third round by Phoenix, and William White, a deensive back, selected in the fourth round as the 95th player
chosen, by Detroit.

Cincinnati drafted defensive
back Rickey Dizon of Oklahoma
in the first round Sunday with
the fifth pick overall, and took
running back Elbert "Ickey"
Woods in the second round.
"Any time you draft a football
player in the second round,
whatever his position, it sends
out a message to the players in
that spot that you'd better get in
gear, running backs coach Jim
Anderson said.
The Bengals passed up Heisman Trophy winner Tim Brown,
the receiver from Notre Dame,
to take Dixon. That's how badly
they figured they needed help
with their pass defense.
The Bengals allowed oppo-

nents to complete 58.6 percent of
their passes for 24 touchdowns
last season. The secondary
intercepted just 14 passes.
Dixon, a safety at Oklahoma,
will be moved to cornerback to
compete with Eric Thomas, a
second-round draft choice a
year ago, for a starting job.
Lewis Billups, a third-year
player, will be at the other corner.
The Bengals thought they
were shoring up their defensive
secondary a year ago by drafting Thomas, but he had a rough
rookie season. He allowed four
touchdown passes in his first two
games. He was the defensive
back who failed to closely guard
Jerry Rice when the San Francisco 49ers used a desperation
touchdown pass to beat the
Bengals after Coach Sam Wyche
tried to run out the clock with a
sweep.
"We played him early and he
had some tough times," defensive coordinator Dick LeBeau
said. "I think he made good proSsss. I'm optimistic about Eric
Dmas."
Billups also has been erratic
the last two seasons.
"He's a young, improving
corner," LeBeau said.
A cornerback became more
vital when the Bengals decided
not to sign veteran cornerback
Louis Breeden to a new contract
after the season.

Cincinnati's running attack
also slipped badly last season,
prompting the selection of
Woods. James Brooks was hobbled by a severe ankle sprain,
and Kinnebrew, a fullback, had
just one 100-yard game — the
only 100-yard effort by a Bengals back last season. The Bengals have been displeased with
the conditioning and injuries
suffered by Johnson, a backup.

CAMBRIDGE COMMONS

GREAT AMERICAN i

Brand New
Large Two Bedroom Unfurnished Apia.
• includes atove, refrigerator, diahwaaher
atarting at $425.00 per month plua electric
available in Auguat. Located on South College
1/2 block North of Napoleon Rd.

SMOKEOUT

John Newlove Real Estate
319 E. Wooster
Office Hours 8 a.m.-8 p.m.
354-2260
or
352-6553

STUDENT TRAINING WRITE OR CALL COLLECT FOR FREE BROCHURE
GROUP RATES AVAILABLE

SKYDIVING

$1.00
OFF
Any Big

16199 Oro«a Rd
Qarrettavllla, Ohio 44231

1/2 LB. NEW YORK STRIP STEAKl
Includes: Baked Potato
Rolls & Butter
•

•

•

^TT.

TONIGHT!

Salad

Wanted!

▲

A Division of Volunteers in Progress

♦

♦ Campus Sister Coordinator^
▲

▲ • Develop leadership skills
▲
+ • Gain experience working with children ^

$1.00
OFF

Regular
10" Pan
with any
one item

Any Big
Sub

$3.50

• Organize activities

4

• Be an executive member of V. I. P.
• Meetings every 2 weeks

♦

Tuesday is Ladies' Night!
featuring THE MEN OF BURLESQUE
ADMISSION
$2.00

MEN IN AT 9:30 - LADIES FREE!

Thursday - College I.D. Night
(reduced admission with valid I.D.)

Call Lisa or Andi at 353-2740 ♦
or the V. I. P. office 2-8088 ♦
for Details!
+

imii
woodland moll

Bowling G'«

*
THE UNHOLY

cinema
R

THE SEVENTH SIGN P|

EVENINGS 7:15 9:30

EVENINGS 6:50 9:20

BAD DREAMS R
EVENINGS 7:05 9:45
ENDS 4/28

CASUAL SEX R
EVENINGS 6:45 9:15
PG

GRAB UP OUR
CHOICE SUMMER
RENTALS!
•
•
•
•

SHOWTIME
8:00

MAY 3

EVENINGS 7:00 9:35

Extra Items
Chef
.70 ea.
Vegetarian
Taco
CAMPUS
CAMPUS
CAMPUS
POLLVCVCS
POLLV€V€S
POLLV€V€S
Free Delivery
Free Delivery
Free Delivery
352-9638
352-9638
332-9638
5/7/88
expires 3/7/88
5/7/88 J expires
expjres 5/7/88
'
"WEIsTBEERSARfBACKlf

DOORS OPEN
7:00

PLEASE SUPPORT
THE WOOD COUNTY
PARKS LEVY

■EETLEJUICE

THE PHEASANT ROOM - 2nd FLOOR UNIVERSITY UNION
No reservations accepted for these specials
Food coupons accepted 4:30-7:00 p.m. dally

♦

New York in the seventh, nose
tackle Curtis Maxey of Grambling State in the eighth round,
and defensive back Brandy
Wells of Notre Dame in the
ninth.

When Brooks went down with
the injury last season, the Bengals were left to rely on the pass.
General Manager Paul Brown
wants to make sure the same
thing doesn't happen again.
"We've been having problems
at fullback that have been bothering us," Brown said. "We just
aren't sure of the way it stands.
We'd better get sure."
The Bengals also looked for
backup help on their offensive
line and at nose tackle in the
draft Sunday and Monday. They
took nose tackle David Grant of
West Virginia in the fourth
round Sunday, and offensive
tackle Herb Wester of Iowa in
the fifth. Linebacker Kevin
Walker of Maryland was the
third-round choice.
When the draft resumed Monday, the Bengals took offensive
Crd Paul Jetton of Texas in
sixth round, linebacker Richard Romer of Union College in

:f0-

21S-54M511

up and down with Boston and
Seattle after that, compiling a
12-20 major-league record, and
wound up last season at Class
AAA Rochester, a Baltimore affiliate.
The most impressive pitcher
at Class A Waterloo is righthander Tom Kramer from Cincinnati. He's 24 with an 0.69
ERA and has fanned 18 and walked two in 13 innings.

Bengals emphasize draft on DBs

Eight Buckeye
gridders drafted

Clmatand Sport
Parachuting School

!

THE FUN PLACE TO BE!

E. Merry Apts.
Frazee Apts.
Field Manor
Ridge Manor

Plus many other locations
to suit your every need!

GREENBRIAR

INC.

Offering you the best
in summer housing.
355-0717 224 E. Wooster
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Norman-Woosnam
winners in
sudden death

Cowboys
feeling
lucky
IRVING. Texas (AP) - Tex
Schramm looked like a man who
had just hit a Las Vegas jackpot.
: His Dallas Cowboys had been
lucky enough to compensate for
one of the worst pieces of bad
luck in their history.
The broken leg suffered by
wide receiver Mike Sherrard,
their 1986 first-round pick, in
training camp last summer
caused Coach Tom Landry to
junk some of his offensive plans.
Then Sherrard re-broke the
leg again last month while jogging in California.
; On Sunday, the Cowboys
sweated out Mike Irvin, a fast,
tall, extremely competitive wide
receiver for Miami, the nation's
collegiate national champions.
They got him in the 11th round of
the NFL draft and club president Schramm said, "We're delighted beyond words."
"We were lucky and I hope it
signals a turnaround in our fortunes," said Schramm.
BG News/Mark Thalman

Blown Away
Bowling Green pitcher Chris Fuggilt watches along with catcher Mike
Hayes (left)and pitching coach Steve Whltmyer as the Falcons smash

ELECT

LOSEY

Tuesday Nite is Popcorn Nite
All Popcorn 112 Price

CHER • NICOLAS CAGE

MOONSTRUCK
AT 7:15 & 9:15 p.m. [pc!

Political Advertisement
Elect Loaey SheriffCcetmj L Swanson. treat.
II746 North. ToMoginy.O.

ENJOY GOOD LIVING
IN '88
Preferred Properties
835 High St. - Rental Office

Defiance College, 16-5, Monday at Warren E. Stellar Field.

Cincinnati's TNT sticks fizzling
MONTREAL (AP) — Eric Davis and Kal Daniels are making no
excuses for their April nosedives at the plate.
Davis and Daniels, who Manager Pete Rose calls his "two kegs of
dynamite," have fizzled this month. Things have gotten so bad that
Rose had his two outfielders swap positions in the batting order over
the weekend in Atlanta, moving Davis to third and Daniels to fourth.
It didn't work.
Davis and Daniels were a combined l-for-8 Sunday in a 4-1 loss to
the Braves in Atlanta. Since April 16, the two outfielders are a combined 4-for-50 (.080). In the last five games, they're 2-for-33 (.067).
However, neither shows much outward frustration. Both figure
it's just a matter of time before they start piling up hits again.
"This is no big deal," Daniels said. "I'm seeing the ball, But if I hit
it good, it's rigl
somebody. I'm not getting the
the.pitches I was in
the first week of the season, but I just have to Dear down and make
do.
"I can't drop my head and start pouting. That's the way baseball
is —you're not going to get a hit day-in and day-out, no matter who
you are. Right now I'm not swinging the bat the way I'm capable of
swinging, but nobody has to tell me that. I know it."
Daniels has slumped after winning National League Player of the
Salads:

Soups:

Snacks:

Now Leasing For Summer & Fall
702 - 704 6th St.
Duplexes
uu exes
P'
702 1/2-704 1/2 6th St.

MILWAUKEE (AP) - Bruce
Hurst pitched a six-hitter and
struck out eight Monday night as
Boston beat the Milwaukee
Brewers 5-1, the Red Sox' sixth
straight victory.

352-7571

PIZZA
of the Week

j?f/ Student Rec
Center

(O

,\

Tacotaco sauce, taco beef, cheese,
lettuce, tomato, colby cheese
Small
S3.00
Medium
$4.00
Large
J5.00
Coupon good only
-o, f

tt

April 26, 1988
1 coupon per pizza

*-'"*0««.y. Minimum **"

Summer 1988

Salads^ _ _So u p_sj: _ JSInac k* _ _Suib s:
Seniors and Crad Students:

effective Mou 16 - August 12
Center Hours
Mon.-Fri. 9om-9pm
Sot. & Sun. Noon-9pm
Pool Hours
Cooper Mon.-Sun Noon-9pm
Andrews Mon- Sun. l-8pm

CREDIT
HISTORY
Get a new

Chevrolet
and $400 and

defer your first
90 days

flge 7-17 Mon.-Fri. 9am-9pm
Sot. & Sun. Noon-9pm
Under 7

MAKE

payment for

Fomilu Plon

Mon.-Sun. l-8pm
(Andrews Pool Only)

Summer Memberships Go
On Sole in the SRC
Moin Office on May 2, 1988

Congratulations, graduates!
We think you deserve credit for
all that hard work. That's why we
offer the GMAC College Graduate
Finance Plan to help put you Into
a new Chevrolet
The plan gets you going on
a credit history. And it gets you
$400 plus a 90-day deferment of
start of payments. This deferral
of payment option is not available

in connection with other GMAC
programs Finance charges accrue
from the date of purchase.
You've earned your tum at
the wheel. And we want to help
you get it. So see us soon for a
great deal-and details about the
GMAC College Graduate Finance
Plan. GMAC Is an Equal Credit
Opportunity Company.
RALPH THAYER CHEVROLET, INC.

Week honors by hitting .647 with three homers in the season's first
week. Davis has yet to get untracked this season, strucking out 23
times in 71 at-bats.
Davis also is confident he'll snap out of it soon. He jokes about all
the attention to his lack of production early.
"I guess the average guy might have jumped off the Empire State
Building by now," he said.
Hitting instructor Tony Perez believes the Reds' two best hitters
are simply trying too hard.
Perez said Davis is trying to be too quick with his swing, causing
him to miss pitches. He said Daniels lately has become impatient,
lunging at the ball instead of waiting for it.
Davis said there's another contributing factor — when he hits the
ball hard, it's either at somebody or just misses going out of the ballpark.
"You need some luck in this game," Davis said. "And I haven't
had a whole lot of luck."
Rose is understanding.
"I saw the other day where Wade Boggs was one for 15," Rose
said. "When success means .300,1 don't think there's anyone who's
gone through his career without a slump at one time or other."

Hurst six-hitter beats Brewers

Subs:

Located at Newly Decorated Health Spa
352-9378
9-4:30
Mon-Fri

All Residents receive free membership
at Cherrywood Health Spa.

SCOTTSDALE, Ariz. (AP) —
Greg Norman sank an 18-foot
birdie putt on the first hole of
sudden death to give himself and
partner Ian Woosnam a onestroke victory over Jack Nicklaus and Lee Trevino in Monday's $300,000 Desert Scramble,
an experimental pay-for-view
golf tournament.
The victory was worth $100,000
apiece for Norman and Woosnam and they also split a $50,000
bonus for winning the final hole.
Nicklaus and Trevino each
received $25,000 in the best-ball,
stroke-play tournament in which
the final nine holes were televised live on cable for a cost of
$12.95 per household.
The "International team" of
Norman, from Australia, and
Woosnam, from Wales, trailed
by four shots after 13 holes. But
they made eight birdies over the
final 11 holes to shoot a 6-underpar 30 on the back nine and forge
a tie at 64 over the par-72,
7,045-yard Cochise course — a
new layout developed by Nicklaus.
The scene then shifted to the
par-3, 196-yard 18th hole on the
adjacent but only partlycompleted Geronimo course.
Under the playoff format, the
first birdie won. If nobody birdied, the closet tee shot to the
pin would win.
Norman used an 8-iron to get
18 feet from the pin while Nicklaus was 20 feet away and both
Woosnam and Trevino 35 feet
shy of the hole.

Hurst, 3-0, did not walk a batter and allowed the only run in
the ninth inning.
The Red Sox chased Milwaukee starter Bill Wegman,
1-3, with one out in the seventh
when Ellis Burks' RBI-single

drove in Brady Anderson, who
had doubled, and gave them a
34 lead.
Boston added two unearned
runs in the ninth off former
teammate Mark Clear, who
gave up two walks, a single and
a sacrifice fly after Dwight
Evans got on base with a throwing error by third baseman Paul

Mottter.

The Brewers scored on a
single by Glenn Braggs and a
double by Brock.

EARL BROS.
CAR CARE CENTER

-JS.S.'JiSgPil.ii.fSS'Slil:
Engine Tune-up
4 cylinder 41.95
6 cylinder 45.95
8 cylinder 49.95
includes labor, spark plugs a roadtest
additional parts extra
Lube, Oil
I Filter
Up lo 5 qtt. 10W-30 oil
Solaty Inspection % A#S

M>

Bl'Jg&AMftt
Air Conditioning
Re-Charge

test & check *0°5
system

plui (I**-*!

»

Brake Job
LHttlim Wxcwt)
Pod. or Shoos
"ooa"
Installed. Motollk •B>4feac
pods * oddltlonal *5 V
«».
ports ntro.
... m.*t A.I.

.Offer Expires 5/3/88
— —J
Bring In this ad & receive 10
off any other service'

WANT MORE
THAN A
DESK JOB?
Looking for on exciting and
challenging career
where each day is different?
Many Air Force people
have such a career as Pilots
and Navigators. Maybe you
conjoin them. Find out
if you qualify. Contact your
Air Force recruiter today.
Call
USAF OFFICER
RECRUITING
419-354-3133 COLLECT
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Browns say seeing is believing
BEREA, Ohio (AP) - Coach
Marty Schottenheimer said
Monday he won't consider the
Cleveland Browns' draft of impressive defensive talent a bonanza until he sees the players in
action.
"As far as whether this draft
exceeds our expectations, let's
let them play ball and wait and
see," said Schottenheimer as
the National Football League's
selection of collegiate players
wound to a close on Monday.
"We went in with the idea of
upgrading the speed of our de-

fense, and with the idea of addressing the age on the defensive side of the ball. We've added size and quickness," Schottenheimer said.
The choices of outside linebacker Clifford Charlton (Florida), defensive lineman Michael
Dean Perry (Clemson) and outside linebacker Van Waiters
(Indiana) in the first three
rounds on Sunday create a freefor-all in the battle for jobs on
the defensive front.
Incumbent left outside linebacker Lucius Sanford, 32, may
have difficulty maintaining a

roster spot. Starting right outside linebacker Clay Matthews
is one of Schottenheimer's
favorite players but he is also 32.
A starting inside linebacker,
Eddie Johnson, had his best
season back in 1984.
Charlton, Waiters and last
year's No.l selection, Mike Junkin, who could play either inside
or outside, could give the linebacking core a quicker and
more physical look.
"Marty just said that he's going to put the four best linebackers on the field," Charlton said.
Like Charlton and Waiters,

Perry is considered a strong
pass rusher, an element sorely
missing in the Cleveland defense
as the Browns have fallen short
in consecutive American Football Conference championship
defeats to the Denver Broncos.
Perry, the brother of William
"The Refrigerator" Perry of the
Chicago Bears, has the capability of playing anywhere on the
defensive line. His presence
clouds the status of 35-year-old
right end Carl Hairston and nose
tackle Bob Golic, 30, who suffered a broken arm late last
season.

Intriguing draft turns back clock
by Hal Bock
AP sports writer

There were moments during the first
round of Sunday's NFL draft when the exercise bore a heartwarming resemblance to
the past, a time when intrigue was a primary ingredient in the event.
Here was Houston with the 21st choice of
the draft, casually letting the clock run out.
When the 15 minutes elapsed, the Oilers had
officially passed. This was supposed to be a
thin draft, but not that thin.
Their efforts to trade the pick stymied, the
Oilers then decided on running back Lorenzo
White of Michigan State, who can carry the
ball when Alonzo Highsmith and Mike Rozierarenot.
San Francisco also let its first-round time
expire but quickly cashed in, swapping the
pick to the Los Angeles Raiders for wide
receiver Dokie Williams and a pair of later
picks, one in the second round and another in
the fourth.
That gave Al Davis of the Raiders three
first-round picks, his own, one of Houston's
in the trade for defensive end Sean Jones,
and San Francisco's.
It was a instant rebuilding program for a
once proud team that has fallen on hard
times. Davis does not endure hard times for
very long.

ters, when top prospects were placed under
The Raiders revealed their picks — Heisthe care of league-appointed guardians, to
man Trophy winner Tim Brown from Notre
make sure the other league didn't get too
Dame, Tennessee defensive back Terry
close. This was a program developed by
McDaniel and defensive end Scott Davis of
Bert Rose, then general manager of the
Illinois—this time. The league requires
Minnesota Vikings and it produced conthat. Davis, however, was not always so
siderable revenue for the airlines and a lot of
forthright with announcements. In the old
tickets issued for exotic destinations.
days, before the draft was conducted in ballThe plan was to keep players out of touch
rooms with eight chandeliers hanging overand if that meant catching the next flight to
head, it once took him about six rounds to
Maui, why by all means, get aboard.
reveal a Raider choice.
Meaningful relationships often were esThis was at the height of the pro football
tablished. One player, defensive back Ron
wars, no small bit of unpleasantness. There
Medved of Washington, got so chummy with
were all manner of nasty things going on behis babysitter that ne invited the guardian to
tween the established NFL and the upstart
be the best man at his wedding.
American Football League and the managWide receiver Otis Taylor was being ening general partner of the Raiders, then
rirtered in Oakland, played a major role in tertained by an NFL man in a hotel room.
When the babysitter left Taylor for a modrama.
ment to get a cup of coffeee, there was an
One AFL draft in the middle of the fireurgent knock at the window. In a moment,
fight consumed a mere 18 hours. There were
an AFL operative had Taylor climbing out
no time limits on picks in those days, or anthe window, on his way to the Kansas City
nouncing them for that matter. Davis took
Chiefs.
full advantage of the clock. His first-round
In those days, two hotels were used for the
pick was Rodger Bird, a defensive back
draft, one for the public show and the other
from Kentucky. But it took him five rounds
for private business where the real action
or so to announce the selection.
was being transacted. The leagues often
One can only speculate on just what Davis
drafted at the same time and operatives
was doing in the interim. Bird did, however,
would shuttle between the sites, often passeventually show up in Raider silver and
ing each other on the otherwise deserted
black, which was, of course, the boss' botManhattan streets. New York was safer at 4
tom line.
a.m. in those days.
Those were the days of the draft babysit-

NFL squads pass
up best for needs
NEW YORK (AP) - Michael Irvin and Keith Jackson, two game-breaking
receivers, lasted until the
Uth and 13th picks. A kicker
was chosen before the first
quarterback, who was really
a punter.
The first day of the 1988
NFL draft on Sunday was definitely one in which teams
went for needs rather than
sheer athletic skill.
With few exceptions in the
five rounds, which took 9
hours, 28 minutes, teams examined their holes, then went
after players to fill them.
That was particularly true of
the stronger teams — the
Cleveland Browns, Denver
Broncos San Francisco 49ers,
New Orleans Saints, New
York Giants and even the
Super Bowl champion Washington Redskins.
Typical was Miami's choice
of Ohio State's Eric Kumerow
with the 16th pick in tin draft.
Kumerow, a 257-pound defensive end-linebacker, was generally rated a second-rounder
or lower but he fit one of the
Dolphins' desperate needs.
"We had 17 sacks last year
and the Bears had 70 so we
had to do something," said
Chuck Studley, Miami's linebacker coach. "I think he's
going to be great passrusher."
While a record six wide
receivers and five runnning
backs went in the first round,
no quarterbacks were chosen
and the first quarterback
went lower than ever before.
In all, one pure quarterback
was taken in Sunday's 137
picks even though six teams

desperately need players at
that position.
In fact the first quarterback taken was actually a
punter, Tom Tupa of Ohio
State by Phoenix. He was
chosen with the 69th pick
Rrimarily to kick —he was the
FL scouting combine's
llth-rated quarterback and
would probably be used as an
emergency backup.
When Indianpolis took
Washington's Chris Chandler
seven picks later, the quarterback drought was finally
over and a new record had
been set. The lowest the first
quarterback was taken previously was in 1974, when the
Cowboys used the 53rd pick
on Danny White, who is still
their quarterback.
The first round was typical
of the search for needs.
The first eight picks, starting with Auburn linebacker
Aundray Bruce, already
signed by the Atlanta Falcons, was predictable.
But then the Los Angeles
Raiders, who had already
taken Heisman Trophy winner Tim Brown of Notre
Dame with the sixth choice,
used the ninth on Terry
McDaniel, a cornerback from
Tennessee, who was projected as a late-first, early second-rounder.
Then the Giants took
290-pound offensive tackle
Eric Moore of Indiana, following it up with 306-pounder
John Elliott of Michigan on
the second round as they
chose to rebuild the offensive
line that was in part responsible for their slip to 6-9 from
a Super Bowl title in 1986.

Classifieds
CAMPUS A CITY EVENTS
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
SOnoers Cele
MonrJey-WsdneeOayFrlaey
2-5 PM S3.75
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL
Tod. y 4:30
400 Mossier HeH
Com* Join uil
OCMB 474)

Thata Alpha PI ••• Thau Alpha Phi
Spring Maaojua - Friday, April 29,19M
Holiday Inn. Oitord Room
II0.00 par paraon DOE Wad., April 27,19*1
to TheetreOMco. 322 South Hall
DHWar-Avarda-Oanclng-FUNI
Ouaatlona? 172-2222 OR 353-3521 (Missy)
BE THERE
EVERYONE ELSE WILL

LOST*FOUND
LOST: DRIVER'S LICENSE NEED RETURNED
FOB COURT 823 3325 TIM BARR

ATTENTION SENIORS GRADUATING MAY 7,
1888
More Information ocncomlng lha oeremontee
on May 7 oat mated on Apr! 25 to your local
campuo address {or on-csmous rreatjox). This
■ituiiooon «* also Do poalad In the Duartn
caaa by Bw aaat doors ol ma Admhiairatlon
Buajng CHECK IT OUT'
DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
Prloaa reduced Mon.-frt. 2-7 PM
STINGER'S CAFE
EFFECTIVE TEST-TAKING STRATEGIES
"nmo Savar HI Tlp« lor Objective Teeta"
Apr! 27-3:30 to 4 30 PM or
Apr! 28-4.0010 5.00 PM
LOCATION: 213 Moaalay Hal-Study SKIes
Cantor REGISTRATION IS UMITEC-CALL
372-8840
FALCON WHEELERS
Moating tonight • 9 PM ■ 1 I 2 BA
Betherel

DiBenedetlos Sub Me Quick
362-4663

24 HOUR
TYPING - WORD PROCESSING
352-1818
AtoZ •We'lpeckoahlp
UPS • Fsderal E.pross
148 S Mam 362-5042

New Vegetarian Pasta Plstter
and Garlic Breed $295 at
DiBenedetlos Sub Me Quick lasl
FREE si day delivery 352-4883

Abortion, morning aftar treatment
Proud to be pro-choice
Cantor tor Cholca II, Tolado.O 265-7788
EUROPE. 129.60 A DAY: Visit 7 countries by
bus. camp at night. Contact your travel agent or
TRADEWIND TRAVELLERS CLU1
(212)
6328072

J3O0 APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE IN JOURNALISM OFFICE, 119 WEIT HALL. DEADLrHE: 4/24IM
MEDIA'S EFFECT ON CAMPAIGN 'SB
Tuaaday, Apr! 28th Grand Baflroom 8 00pm
Thraa Leading Experts wl Praaant a PANEL
DISCUSSION on Matte's Enact on the
PresidentsJ Cempeign

Typing and Word Proc seeing Over tan years
executive secretary experience
Call
8743488

Progreeerve Student Organization (PSOI meeta
tonight 9pm. Stale Room, University Union to
cascuee resuss effecting students and ai others: redam, sexism, divestment, apartheid, tuiton mcreees. etc Pleese tori us to effect
change For more Mo. cal 362-7534 or write
P.O. Box 101, Campus
STINGER'S CAFE
S 79 Subs after 10PM
Eat In onry

TO ORDER CALL
354-0557
OR WRITE BAHAMIAN DIET
214 NAPOLEON RO NO 205
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402

Large Greek Salad $2 95 at

SERVICES OFFERED

Typing Done
Low Rates Rush Jobs Welcome
Rosslord. 888-6592 or 886 0377
TYPING SERVICES lor al typos ol papers
Including dieeertatlons using
Xerox Memorywrtter

TyphievTranscribkio/CaaVspliF
Term papers, resumoe. many typetecee Fast,
reasonable - 7 days Free lower 865-2288
SOMEONE CARES ABOUT YOU
ANO
YOUR PREONANCY PROBLEM AT
FIRST HOPE PREONANCY CENTER
CALL 364-HOPE FOR INFO ON
FREE PREONANCY TESTING
AND OUR OTHER
SUPPORTIVE SERVICES"

PERSONALS

••"THETAFEST""
When: Saturday Apr! 30th 2 pm-6 pm
Coat: MOO
-Includee sa you can eat barbecued chicken,
hot dog. and beverage HAPPY HOUR PRICES
AT UPTOWN-DOWNTOWN ALL NIGHT LONG
Feeturtng: "The Exchange"
'Contact 352-9001 or ask any Thata CIS lor
eckets
"••THETACHI""
ADPI Lynn Shanks ADPI
Congrstulsttons on your acceptance into the
O S U Vet School'
(It'sabouttlmel) LaL. your staters
ALL YOU CAN EAT PIZZA
Stinger sCele
Monday-Wsdnesday-Friday
2-6 PM S3 76

362-3067 horn 8 am • B p.m.

Congratulations to
John Ferguson
Jeff Hop* In I
Rysn Dunham
For Being Seleeled For
Student Amba
Wore
From tha Brothers of
Alpha Skjms Phi

DEBBIE BOWMAN, EVA ANTONIW. 1 DONNA
GRETZ

MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Loot: Hal grown back and whrts cat DrstJncttve
black goataa whwars Haa feene Mukamla: bat
n Ridge School area 362-0824

Reeervahone now being taken tor summer storage 6-1 - 8-1-88 Don't wait until the last
minute 352-4541 STORALL

DALE VAN ATT*
•PJrtzar Priza Nonanaa lor unoovarlng Iran
Contra Affair
KATHRYNBUSHKJN
Director ol Editorial Admrnlakatton "U.S. Nawa
• World Report"
KEPAPPM
-Formar CSS PoKcal Corraapondant
DIANE LARSON
MarJalor, Channel 13 NEWS

DrCKQREOOfrY'S
SUM-SAFE
BAHAMIAN
DIET

Alpha Delta PI • WE NDY NORRIS • Alpha Data PI
Onry one more semester and a married woman
you wrl be- Good Luck with Matt and your future, we wl maw youl LJL. Your Alpha Deri sisMrs
April WAVES bring May Raves
■Catch the WAVE Specie I ■
All perms 940 (Include! cut)
Expires April SOIfi
Phone: 353-WAVf

TO THE BEST 3 ROOMIES ILL EVER HAVE'
YOU GUYS ARE GREAT ANO THESE PAST 12
MONTHS HAVE BEEN SO MUCH FUN! ALL
THE PARTIES, DATE PARTIES 6 NIGHTS OUT
TO THE BARS EVAS B-DAY (HOW DID YOU
ST ANO UP THAT NIGHT?); DONNA AT HOWARDS > BRATHAUS (WHAT EXACTLY IS ON
THE FLOORS): > DEB (WHY DO YOU USE
THAT PILLOW!" SERIOUSLY YOU GUYS
HAVE TAUGHT ME THE MEANING OF TRUE
FRIENDS, TRUE SISTERS, a MOST OF
ALL.. A TRUE FAMILY WHO STANDS BEHIND
EACH OTHER NO MATTER WHAT! I WILL
NEVER FORGET YOU ALL AFTER GRADUATION! GOOO LUCK ALWAYS S FOREVER!
YOUR ROOMIE ANDREA C

MEDIA'S EFFECT ON CAMPAIGN '99
Tuaaday. Aprt 26th Grand Baaroom 8 OOpm
Three Leading Experts *i Present e PANEL
DISCUSSION on Medal s Enact on Via
PresMerroal Campaign

Get more out of your summer fob than rust a
paycheck! Academic recognition is HI Hostile at
no charge Col Co-op Office at 372-2461. or
slop by 236 Admin BIOO
Hasp needed tor cleaning and checking rental
propertfaaandmrac robs. 1 weak ol work starting Sal May 7 Phone 352-7365

Cont. on page 14.

Classified Information
Mail-In Form

DEADLINE:

Two doys prior to publication, 4p.m.
~ [The BG News is not responsible lor postal service delays)

BATES:

per od are 65' per line. $1.95 minimum.
- 50' extra per od for boW lypm.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line.

NOTICE:

DALE VAN ATTA
-Puttzer Prize Nominee for uncovering Iran
Contra Aftar
KATHRYN BUSHKIN
-Director ol Editorial Aoministrahon "U S Nawa
a Work) Report"
KEPAPPM
-Former CBS Poetical Conaspondenl
DIANE LARSON
Mediator. Channel 13 NEWS

DO NOT TAKE MKT 402
Let ma take It' I need it to graduate in December If you heve it end want to drop it. please call
Mat 354-6614 and make him very happy

The BG News

PRfPAYMINT:

INTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES MAKE SURE
YOU PICK UP YOUR FORFEIT FEE BETWEEN
APRIL 28. AND MAY 5 FRATERNITIES MUST
PICK UP THEIR FEES
BRING YOUR
RECEIPTS TO 108 SRC NO REFUNDS
AFTER MAY 5

BILLY RAY
How about those rugbume?
I thought you were gome caf mel

DAILY DRINK SPECIALS
PrtceereducedMon-Frt 27PM
STINGERS CAFE

CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 1" or 2" adi
1" (8 line maximum) $ 5.85
2" (16 line maximum) $11.70

is required for all non-university relofed businesses and individuals.
The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete information. Please come to
"214 West Hall immediately if there is an error m your od. The BG News will not be responsible for typographical errors in classified ods 'or more than two consecutive insertions.
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising m The BG News.
The decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management of The BG News. The
purpose of this poky is to discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily embarrassing to individuals or organizations Cases of fraud can be prosecuted.

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
NAME (MINT)

PHONE#_

ADDRESS
SOCIAL SECURITY* or ACCOUNT*.
(For billing purposes only)

Please PRINT your od clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear
(Circle words you with to appear In bold typo)

Be A Volunteer
Se A Volunteer
•e A Volunteer
Sign-up in 405 Student Services by Apr! 29

Classification in which you wish your aa le

flpSHLlLY

BradMosWUt

Campus e. dry Ivents*
____ Loot one! Found

_ Wan tad
. Hole Wonted

Weos

.for Sola

Sorvkoe Offeree

.•orient

Personals
*

COPIOUS/City

fvont oos oro oueliehod fro* of choree for ono ooy tor a non-profit event or meeting only.

Dates to appear.

Moll to: (On or Off-Campus Moil)
The BG News
214 West Hall BGSU
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403
(checks payable to The BG News)
Total number of days to appear.

Phono:

372-2601

Classifieds
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Cont. from page 13.

WANTED

•OSU'a
MISCELLANY
due. M mm accepting
winning etudent
applications lot DM totioatng Fell. 1918 |W
posMont: managing eeWor. inlMM eieneging ednor. chlel co»r oaMor. art awcWt, ae•MM art twc*, photo eeaior.
AppHcauene ere MUM In 21« IM H.M
(business o"K« aoplaulton eeeeane k>
Tiieeriar April 27 at 5:t0 pm. Par larsher h>
tormatlon. contact Mike Doherty at S7S-12S7
(homel ot 37M»76 (newerooml before April
27.

I l«ma» roommata needed lot 89 "9 school
yerr lo ahara mca apartmant doaa 10 campus
with traa olhat gala CeJ372 3S8S A SAP
I non-smoWng male roommate wanted lot Ml a
spniig 80 88. CaaPevo or Bop el 354-3242
1 non-amokmg hula to ahara apt lor 88-89 yr
rery doee la campua Call liu 353-5020 or
Pem»Joenetteat3728147
2 female roommataa naadad lor 86-80 school
yr. Rodoadge Apia II Intaraatad cal Mlchala
I372-5343I or Tarry |354-4715|

RUSH HAS A CRUSH ON YOU!
Tha Hoo-Brtundabla $25 Sorority Rush
Ragialration faa may ba paM m
425 Student SerMoee
RUSH HA* A CMMH ON YOUI

HILP IM* 3 non-emokmg lamale roommataa
naadad to eat laaaa an E Wooator apt lor tha
aunmar $135 mo. 8 alec Cal plaaaa1 Chris

372-4900
Had1 Nead 88-8S roommate lor moo 2-BO
Cal AmeHa 78t-»338

SeenMurph,.
CongrstulatkMis on balng alaciad Campua
ReAKarge.
Tha Srothere ol Alpha Slowa PM

He*' Two laraale roommataa naadad to euDiaaaa tor aummat Greet location and air condi
Boning Cal Carolyn ot baa at 353-2848 Now

SENIOR CHALLiNOE VOlUNTEf RS
Plaaaa rahrn al pledge catda la Mtan CaMar
a» lhay ara cowpfcwad
mtPUr-THtaOOOWORKIi

NEED SUMMER HOUSING?
CONTACT ROCHELLE 372-5841

SENIOR CHALLENGE VOLUNTEERS
Plaaaa ralum al pledge cares to Maes CaMar
ae they are completed
KEEP UP THE OOOO WORKM

Summer autllaaai 3 bdrm home on 2nd St
Waaier I dryer. $100 a mo no deposit
3541847
Thraa Mends/ gale need I lamale lot Sum » F
88 5 Sp 88 Spacioua 2 barm apt on 6(1 $
HUM. Oilers pd gaa » tow rant Cat us at
353 12891

STINGER'S CAfE
S 7SSubaaRa>IOPM
Eat in one/

Tow smel boat (18 It -1500 Da I trom Toledo
to Ttieaon AZ Can ba puled with intermediate
car $250 pat) on arrival Would consider deavaty to Phaanlx Of El Paso Cal Perryeburg
874-8912 avenaiga

Tha Biolhars ol Sigma Chi
would eke to congratulate
Paul Raider
Laura D'Aloaendro
on thee lavaierlng
Tne Brasher ol Sigma Chi
would Ika to congratulate
Steve Caaieis
KallaiiiiMeehen
on the* levaaenng
TRICIA CONOO
ERIC DAWS IN COQNITO' DARE? HERE IT
ftVHOPE YOU CAN "SWALLOW" THIS WATCH
OUT FOR THE WALL iY DAflROW- REMOVE
THAT PLEASE. NOW MACARONI S CHEESE?
BETTER WATCH THE FLOOR I HATE WHEN
THAT HAPPENSI YOU CALL THAT A KtttKI
CONOEINGWONOER TWIN POWERS
WHITEFORDI DO THAT AGAIN S YOU'RE
OUTTA HERE I WANT TO TAKE YOU. TAKE
YOU. TAKE YOU WHICH HAT 13 IT THIS
WEEK? BANANA HAMMOCK? ANYONE,
ANYONE? ANNIVERSARY KBS? WILL QUMBY SUFFICE? $2" GET OVER ITI OKAY.
YOU GOT Mil TO COLD BEER AND HOT
WGHTS-GOTTA LUV IT"
HAPPY ilRTHOAY-LUV KRIS a USA
P S REMEMBER NO GLOVE, NO LOVE'

ACTIVI8T8 ENVIROaaENTAL 1STS
The Ohio Pubic Intareal Campaign. Ohio's
ttrgeet conaumar $ environmental
lobbying group has summer S lul-lime
poaaonaavaaabla Wears looking lor
energetic, articulate man t woman
mereeted m working lot environmental
prossctlon-contrcl ol toxic hazards.
urefy assurance rate reform and
progressive electoral campaigns
$275-wk to atari For interview
Cal (419) 241 •8093(Toieoo area).
218-881-5200 (Clave area),
216-375-6277 (Akron).814-224-4111
ICol I. 513-221-2100 (Cmci area).
513 228-8506 IDaylon area)

Chad Care Worker
Ful time, rotating shut poaWon with 24 hour, six
bad reeldentlal aaaaaami.nl and treatment lacilly lot crvldran age 2 I 7 Send resume to CRC.
P O Box 736 BowtlngGteen OH 43402 EOE
IMME04ATE PART-TIME AND FULL-TIME
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE. Out
company ra seeking several employees to per
torm imMeed ighl production work FlexDIe
hours around class schedules can be arranged
or flat time In summer The rate ol wage la
$3 35 per hour It interested, slop by or csll the
company office at 362-5526 Advanced Spa
daffy Products. Wc 426 Ckxjgh St . Bowling
Green. OHo
Long and short term temporary assignments
avaaable tor summer employment.
Medical eecretartee. receptionists and

SUMMER RENTALS
1 BR UNITS AT 800 THIRD STREET FURNI
SHED; AR CONDITIONED ONLY $200 A
MONTH ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED DON'T
MISS OUT ONLY 4 UNITS ARE LEFT CALL
352-4966

Summer Jobs Toledo baaed tjetrtxiter has
openings in outakM sales Base pay plus com
maaton ol up to $600 pat weak possible lot
ambitious goal-oriented person Must ba Irving
m BG-ToMo area tres summer Cal (419)
6823712

FOR RENT

SUMMER POOL EMPLOYMENT
Tha City ol Bowing Green Parks > Recreation
Department la now accepting appscabona lor al
non-management positions for summer pool
employment Positions needed ara as loeows
Swim Inatructot with W S I -$4.00 an hr .Swim
Instructor with Red Cross-S3.50 an hr.. Assistant to lnstructor$3 00 an hr., Concession
e»a-$3 50anhr . Lifeguard-$4 OOanhr Baa
keteer $3 00 an hr .Caehier-$3 50 an hr Ap
pacanta lor Lrleguerd positions must have current certification In Advanced Liteeavmg and
Fast Aid. Intaraatad persons mey obtain an appacalton dairy. Monday-Friday, during busneas
hours lotm tha Personnel Department 304 N
Church. unt» April 29th The City ol Bowling
Green la an Affirmative Action-Equal Opportunity Employer
Toledo Buatneea Owner seeks caring and
conaownBous person to help care lot hie 4 yaw
ok) daughter this summer Private apt >
$2500 Responsible ndrvtduala may cal (419)
5328827
Tutor-to help with Linear programming exerOse WlpeySIO CH3530B12
Walters. Waitiesses. Bartenders. Floor Wal
kars. needed to I* rjoaWone Energetic IndMduata. apply In person Tuaa. Through Sun Night
at buttons Night Club, 25481 Dixie Hwy.. Pernraburg.

Wanlad Ona male roommate lot 86-69 school
year. New 7th and S Cotega Apt Cal Mike
6799

Looking lor part time work and only night times
avaaable? Night time is the tight Brno at Henry
J'a. United waitress, waiters, and floor walker
openings tor energetic, honest A outgoing people. Apply at tha only fun place to work Henry
Js Wad-Sun after 8 PM 1S32S Byrne In the
Otenbyme Shopping Canter

Wa buy oats; wrecked. lunked or anything!
PH 362-5134

Head a couch tor summer
Can 372 1234

tor further mlormahon
MEDICAL OFFICE SERVICE. INC
6803 MayhekJ Road
Cleveland. Ohio 44124

Wanted Paying caah tor basebea card coeecSons Ask tot Jae ot Larry Cat 419-423-5858

la It True You Can Buy Jeepa lot $44 through
the US government? Get tha facts today! Cal
1-312-742-1142Exl 1794

transcribers needed Cal 216-461-6956

WANTED-1 NON-SMOKING ROOMMATE FOR
SUM $136 A MO START MAY 15. PHONES
CABLE INCL SPUT ELEC CALL JIM AT
354-2461

WANTED. One person summer sublease, own
bedroom, next to campua, al utlea paid. May
16-Aug15 $122amo CaaJohn354-2379

STUDENTS
SUMMER WORK NEEDED
•MCLUDtNQ
laboteta. drivers, rectory
construction a landscaping
office 4 many othera
0*471-1440
Only lee $85.00
JOB EXCHANGE

Pre-regertratlon votunteora ara naadad lor tha
month ol Jury Be a greater, lour guide, dlepley
boat, evening entertainment, usher or rjecueston lacasator Compensation includes a meal
for each day worked!
Sign-up by Apr! 29th m 405 Student Services

HELP WANTED
H* Caaaaaauia 6 Matruclara Needed! Private, coed suaunar camp In Pocono Mountains, Northeastern Peon. Lohikan. PO BOX
234SO, Kenlkeorlh. NJ 07031 (201-2764666.

SOPHOMORES
No ptans lor summer yet?
Attend Army ROTC Camp Chasange
Graduate from college with a degree
and an oftlcer's commission
Information meetings Tuaa and Thurs
4 30 PM room 255 Memorial Hal

1 bdrm. apt tor summer 86 Close to campus,
pool, AC, tJahwaahat 1, 2 or 3 rmta Rant negol 362-4990 ot 352 2027
1 bdrm avaaable NOW in August-2 bdrm apt.
$ 150 a mo , ait, pool, neat campua Call Dayna
ot Viola 364 3441
1 bdrm house tor summer 1988
Summit 1-267-3341

128 S

1 large room In a house extremely doaa to
campua available tot summer sublssia $110 a
month and uUUaa. II two people want to share
room a would ba only $55 a month Cal
353 1192
1 semester 1st lease $340 a month Furnished
efficiency Al utktlee paid Limited number left
PH 354-3162 or 352-1520
1-2 BEDROOM APT
School year, year, summer leases avaaable • S
»V Rentals 352-7454

2 BEDROOM FURN 8 UNFURN
FREE CABLE TV
GAS HEAT PAID
AVAIL SUMMER 6 9-12 MONTHS
NEXT TO STINGER'S CAFE
352-1800 EVENSNGS 4 WEEKEND
352-4673 WEEKDAYS

'69 Impale only 33.000 meee. Una rust.
reelorabie and runs wal $1660 Nag Ph
372-6109

16 It. fiberglass boat and trailer S 46 HSP
Mete engine $2400- 352 3257
1978 Chev Maabu 2 Dt . AM-FM Caeeefle.
Air. Good Cond . Runs Great! MUST SELL'
$700 or BEST Call 352-1281 evenings.
1985 Honda 650 Nighthewk. Like new. shaft
drive. 3500 mass $1800 firm 372-1162 or
1-762-5236
1986 Chevy Spectrum. 4 door, 5 speed,
stereo. AC, good cond 20,000 mi. $6200 or
take over payments Cal 352-5781
2 bdrm. fum good condition mobl home for
sale $6,500 cal 362-5001
7 ft couch m good condition. $40. Call
372-3146
COUCH ANDCHAIRFOR SALE
Only $20 Good condition Must gel rid ol It belore summer Cal 354-6912
FOR SALE MICROWAVE. SINGLE BED.
DORM-SIZE REFRIGERATOR $60 EACH CALL
352-2752 FIRST COME. FIRST SERVE

OUR BOOK BUY BACK HAS BEGUN!

Great Deals
King SUe Waterbad (w-new heaterl $126 or
bast offer. DehurmOHIer (new-great condition)
$40 ot beat offer. bunk beds with desk attachment-beet oflat. smal dorm fridge-baa! offer
Cal Pete at 354-5811

We pay fop prices for used texts. We also pay top wholesale prices for
current editions of cooks no longer being used on campus. Please do
not wait until next fall; the demand falls throughout the summer.

Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30
Sat
9-5

RENTING

FOR SUMMER 1988 AND
1988-89
SCHOOL YEAR 2 BDRM FULLY FURNISHED APTS
FREE HEAT. WATER. SEWER' TENANTS
PAY
■aMeaapaasaea^aeaeMaaevaiaaBaaieaeB^

Hurry — Don't Miss Out!!
Apartments Going Fast!!
3 Locations
• Palmer Avenue
• South Summit St.
• Napoleon Road
i^rOne and two bedroom apartments,
furnished and unfurnished
-sVHeat, Water, and Trash removal
all included
#On Site Management
■fr Full-time Maintenance
^•Swimming Pools
•frClose to Grocery Stores, Shopping,
and Banks
# Special Summer Rates

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT IF
LEASE IS SIGNED BEFORE
MAY 6

Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135
9-12, 1-7 Weekdays
10-4 Saturdays
12-4 Sundays

Expire* 4-3048
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362-6620

NO UTILITIES TO PAY
2 BDRM FULLY FURNISHED APTS
AT BOO THIRD STREET VERY
REASONABLE JUST $ 140 A MONTH
PER PERSON FOR 4 PERSON
OCCUPANCY OWNERS PAY ALL
UTILITIES CALL 352-4966

Now leasing -May 1 Aug leases 1. 2, 3 bdrm
apts A houses Yea. we do aaow pets
363-1336

Efficiency on ManvUe
Summer $550 utaWee ncajded-avaaable Mey
7 Cal Chris al 372 2848 or 354-3057

Now leaaing - May ot Aug Leases 1 and 2
bdrm. apts and houses Yea. we do alow peta
353-1336

FOR RENT
E xcesenl kjcabon on comet ol Court and Summit Street Summer only $90 a mo aa. tor lour
etudanta UH Included. Cal for leas than tout or
information 352-2932

Now leaaing lot Summer and Fal Duplexes si
702, 702 1/2, 704 and 704 1/2 Sixth SI Al
residence receive membership a! Cnarrywood
Health Spa 352-9378

FOR RENT
1 bdrm. apt. lor summer '68
Close to campus, rent negot 353-2636
For Rant: 1 or 2 atudents 1 bdrm air cond.
private parking tot. quiet neighborhood, last 2
weeks of may free $275 a mo. plus etec. evaaabteMay16 CalUaa354 6129

Free Delivery

r

LIVE CLOSE TO CAMPUS
Burl Apta.-1470.14B0 Ctough St.
Fum. 2-bedroom apt. 9 month lease
FREE HEAT. WATER t SEWER
private parking and laundry
New love Rentals

Beautiful Downtown Apt lor summer
1 bdrm Inexpensive Cal 363-0338

$1 OFF ANY PIZZA

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL

Large 1 bedroom apartment to sublease. AC.
pod, dishwasher •-only pay electric' Cal Amy or
Sheas al 353 4831

Nice, quiet 1 bdrm apt downtown Aval MidMay Cal 354 3058 evenings

JIMIHIH

aSi-X

Jay-Mar Apartments
803-815 Eighth St
Summer $ Fal Rentals starting at
$355 a month Fum. unlutn, laundry. AC
New owner special FREE Cable TV
inslaaatlon II leased tot fal by 5-15-88
354-8038 893-1061

824 SIXTH STREET

BG's Oldest and Finest Pizzeria

530 E. Wooster

House a i HHJII tor 2-3 people lor tnia aummat
Great location juat across tha street from campus on Wooetet Cal JEFF INGALLS or MIKE
SNYDER at 353-2655 Don't miss a great deal

Need Subiettors to Rent House lot Summer 88.
newly renovated. CHEAP, must pay monthly
rent and utttlksa W* negotiate Cal NOW
354 0599 01353-0581

Don't forget: We're a wholesaler too.

HURRY, DON'T MISS OUT

GREAT LOCATION

4th AND HIGH
2 bdrm apt* -dose to campua Avaaable May
15 $330 > unities Cal Jute at 352-7422

SO Cttanon. 4 sod . AM-FM-Caas, Good Condmon. $500 Must Sen 353-4416 David

BOOK
EXCH/VNGE

GREAT CAMPUS LIVING
309 High Street
2 bedroom, luralshed apartments
Private parking A laundry laclllllea
New price listing and new bdrm. carpet
FREE HEAT, WATER AND SEWER
NEWLOVE RENTALS
321 S. Main 352-5620

326 6. Main

FOR SALE

STUDENT

FREE CABLE TV
NEW CARPET
112 BLOCK TO CAMPUS
2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
HAS HEAT PAID
AVAILABLE FALL 6 SPRING SEMESTERS
192-1600 EVENINGS * WEEKENDS
352-4673 WEEKOAYS

352-5166

PS8^Jo's
OWN
4:00 p.m.

Not valid with any oth»r offor

ONLY ONE OF THESE
GREAT APARTMENTS LEFTI
•JOE Wooetet
2 bedroom, lurnlahed apt.
FREE GAS HEAT. WATER AND SEWER
ACROSS FROM CAMPUS!
New love Rentals

321S. Main 352-5620
Parrystxa-g Inn
26054 St. Rt 25 (at I-47S)
Special atudant rale S18 (sole)
phones, special monthly, weakly, and exam
rates kvroom movies. HBO Waterbeda
8748383
Quiet 2 bedrrom apt tor married couple or grad
student $300 a utilities Avaaable May 15 Cal
353-1348
Room lor 2 lamasaa. $190 a month, cooking
privileges Non-amoklng. Private entrance and
perking lot 382-3472
SPACIOUS APARTMENT |2Bedroomi| on E
Merry a.aHabls lor Summer Low. low utatlea
Balcony w-greet view.
Contact Brian. 353-07»».
Summer Rentals- 3 month leases
Apartments Houses-Rooms
Phone 352-7306

CLIP AND SAVE

s 300

CASH

GIFT FOR

GRADUATING
SENIORS*
Moving to Akron or Cleveland!
RESORT APARTMENT
LIVING ON-THE-LAKE
OR IN THE WOODLANDS
If you're a college grad
about to enter the working
world—we offer you a dynamite lifestyle at affordable
rentalsl
Our properties feature:
• INDOOR POOLS
• FITNESS CENTERS
• RAOUETBAU. & TENNIS
• INDOOR PARKING

SUMMER RENTAU
Apartments Starting at 180/month
office al 318 E Merry Apl #3
or phone 352-7385

SUMMER SUBLEASE Large 1 bdrm apl ona
or (wo persons
Ouist neighbors. Call
353-3218
SUMMER SUBLEASE Large 1 bdrm. apt. ona
or two pereone AC, baalc cable, no deposit
352-3042
THE PERFECT FIT
HE. MANAGEMENT
AND YOU'
Try our large efhc apartments
on for size, comfort & eftodabJay
FALL LEASES AVAILABLE
962-8102
Wa have 2 vary race 2 bedroom unfumahed
apartments available In May 382-3446. Grade
or quiet undergrade lor 12 month leeee

ELECT
SHERIFF

raava ux>nosa aw muv/«n trtcfeu

LIU LAM Of WOOOtANO UriWOl LASOfSI
tatfCnON as NOarrHanar OMSO.

Political Advrrta*maat
EJsa Laer/ SaerifTCanai; L Swanaoa. traaa,

U74*NonKTcmojuiy.O

Call our "Answer Une" from 11 - 4 PM
for Information on 10,000 suites.

473-8775

BIRTH
CONTROL
Confidential care
Fee adjusted lo income

'300 CASH GIFT with this ad
ASSOCIATED ESTATES CORPORATION
Not Valid with any other offer.
When you sign a lull-term lease, one gift per lease

t3

354-3540
Planned
Parenthood

